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tourism
A new government plan to capitalize on the region's unique culture,
crafts and natural beauty has encouraged hoteliers and niche marketers to open their wallets.
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Regional
investment focus
The Volga-Vyatsky economic region is the
heartland of the enormous Volga Federal District
(VFD), an area which extends from Nizhny
Novgorod to Kirov in the north, to Perm in the east
all the way south to Saratov.
Although the region occupies just 1.6 % of the
territory of the Russian Federation, it accounts
for more than 5 % of the population. Its $20bn
plus GDP is more than 3 % of Russia’s GDP – but
it’s still two times less than the Russian average.
Dominated by heavy industry, it still has a
significant agrocomplex and a virant IT and
chemicals industry.
The region's major city is Nizhny Novgorod,
Russia's fourth largest. Known as the closed city
of Gorky until the early 1990's (it's where the
dissident Andrei Sakharov was exiled), at one time
the area and surrounding towns had 450 defense
plants.
Over the past decade, Nizhny has become
transformed into a significant center of automotive
manufacturing, shipbuilding, chemical processing
and IT. Foreign investors have poured billions into
the region and are ramping up to invest even more.
The rapid pace of development has had profound
positive effects, but it has also revealed the
weaknesses of its badly-neglected infrastructure.
The region's future as a pivotal logistics center
depends on solving critical road, waterway and
airport problems. As more investors discover
what lies just 400km from Moscow, the Regional
Investment Council is being flooded with proposals.
More than 100 of the largest are listed on the
following pages, representing billions of dollars.
With so much choice, investors have a unique
opportunity to help shape the region's future.
But the dark cloud in this silver lining
is the global liquidity crisis.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners
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A bird's-eye view of the Volga-Vyatski district economy
The Volga-Vyatsky economic region occupies just 1.6 % of the territory of the Russian Federation, but it accounts for
more than 5 % of the population. Its $20bn plus GRP is more than 3 % of Russia’s GDP – but it’s still two times less
than the Russian average. Dominated by heavy industry, it still has a significant agro complex.
The Volga-Vyatsky economic region is Nizhny
the Novgorod
heartland of the enormous Volga Federal
55 Mordoviya
District, an area which extends from Nizhny
55 Nizhny Novgorod region
Novgorod to Kirov in the north, to Perm in
55 Chuvashiya
the east all the way south to Saratov.
55 Mariy El
The name “Volga-Vyatsky” comes from
55 Kirov region
the region’s geographical location. The
southern part is crossed by the great Volga
River waterway from the west to the east. Its
northeastern part is bordered by the Vyatka River (the right navigable tributary of
the Kama) from the north to the south. The
region stretches from the southwest to the
northeast for 1,000 km and has distinct natural topography: the northern part is forest
and taiga, the southern is forest-steppe. The
climate is continental. The frostless season
lasts 140‑190 days a year. There are frequent
dry spells in the south while the northern
part is humid and swampy.
More than 7.5 million people or 5.4 %
of the RF population live here. Half of the
population lives in large cities. The highest urbanization level is in the Nizhny
Novgorod region (53 %) and the Chuvash
Republic (47.6 %). The major part of the
urban population is concentrated in Nizhcentral region, and west, Ural in the East
ny Novgorod and its satellite towns (Dzerand Povolzhsky in the south. The latter rezhinsk, Bor, Kstovo) as well as Arzamas,
gions, have large deposits of raw materials
Kirov, Saransk, Yoshkar Ola and Chebokand fuel, are the most important industrisary. 60 % of the region’s residents are the
al regions of the country.
employable population.
Rail, river, highway and air are the maThe areas major cities include the Nizhjor transportation modalities in the Volgany Novgorod and Kirov regions and the reVyatsky region. Rail, which accounts for
publics of Chuvashia, Mari-El and Mordo2 / 3 of all the interregional transportation,
via. The Nizhny Novgorod region accounts
is the primary mode of cargo shipments.
for more than a half of the region’s GRP.
Most fuel, ferrous metals and raw materials
Long known as a center of auto manufacfor the chemical sector ship by rail.
turing and chemicals production, the area’s
Manufacturing is focused on automotive
mineral wealth, though narrow, is also conand machine building, chemicals, and timsiderable. Its phosphates account for more
ber, light and food industries. Its diversified
than 20 % of the total Russian stock and
agricultural sector is also significant. The
the Volga-Vyatsky region has more than 9 %
region has good soils and drainage, trained
of the country’s clay reserves. According to
labor in rural communities and is close pothe recent geological surveys the region is
sition to major consumers of agricultural
a promising source for deposits of oil, gas
products in the Urals, Povolzhie and the
and alluvial diamonds.
Moscow region.
The Volga-Vyatsky region is the only ecoThe Nizhny Novgorod region has the
nomic district of Russia which does not behighest share of manufacturing GRP with
long to near-border areas and do not have
35 %. The region with the highest agriculany state borders with CIS members and
tural production is Mordovia with 21 %.
foreign countries. It has borders with the
For many decades, the Volga-Vyatsky
northern economic region in the north,
economic region was an integral part of
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the Soviet economy as a major manufacturing center filled with key enterprises in
the fields of machine building and metalworking. Before the economic crisis of the
1990s, their share in the region’s industry
was 37 %. The largest automobile sector in
Russia also had its formation here.
Today, major automotive companies include AutoGAZ, whose headquarters plant
manufactures cars and trucks in Nizhny
Novgorod, and allied companies in small
and medium-sized towns: GAZ’s engine
plant in Zavolzhie, its brake assembly factory in Kanash, tire works in Kirov, van factories in Shumerlya, dump truck factories
in Saransk and a bus plant in Pavlovo.
Besides, other types of machine building (river and ocean going vessels, engines,
diesels, gas engine compressors, metal cutting machines, electrical equipment and devices, cables, lamps and other lighting aids,
radio devices etc), chemical sector, timber
industry, manufacturing of paper, cardboard and lumber are also well-developed
in this economic region.
Tire and mechanical rubber enterprises,
having a close connection with the region’s

automobile sector, are represented in Kirov,
Saransk and Cheboksary.
Among other manufacturing industries
of the Volga-Vyatsky region ferrous metallurgy is worth mentioning as it provides the
machine building companies’ needs in metal. The metallurgic sector is represented by
processing plants in Vyksa, Kulebaki and
Nizhny Novgorod.
Glass sand is the most widely used local raw material. Bor Glass Factory, now
owned by Japan's Asahi, focuses on manufacturing highly-demanded glass for motor-cars as well as window glass.
The Volga-Vyatski region is rich in timber
resources, however. There are more than
1.4bn cubic meters, which is more than 2 %
of Russia’s total. The Kirov region and the
northern part of the Nizhny Novgorod region account for 80 % of the region’s tim-

ber. Ripe commercial forest, where coniferous trees (firs, pine trees) prevail, covers
of the region’s forest area.
The most valuable mineral reserves in
the Volga-Vyatsky economic region are
phosphorites (Vyatsko-Kamskoe deposit),
peat, slates, sodium chloride, plaster stone,
limestone, quartz sand, clay, dolomites and
cement raw materials. The reserves of phosphorites account for more than 20 % of the
total Russian stock. 60 % of the local phosphorites are the best in terms of quality.
The Volga-Vyatsky region accounts for 9 %
of the country’s clay reserves. According to
the results of geological surveys the region
is prospective for its deposits of oil, gas and
alluvial diamonds.
A number of factors negatively affect the
rates of the Volga-Vyatsky region’s development: a deficit of fuel and power resources;

a lack of raw materials for construction; insufficiently upgraded plant and equipment;
bad roads and a degraded environmental
situation. The region’s limited range of mineral raw materials and fuel has forced it to
rely on imports from other regions.
The region’s power comes largely from
Nizhny Novgorod and Cheboksary reservoirs (artificial lakes) that were constructed on the Volga, which forms the
basis of the Volga-Kama hydro power
system. This past June, Governor Valery Shantsev made a surprise announcement that nuclear power plants were being considered for the region.
Sources: “Russian Statistics. Russian regions” journal,
2006; reports by Moscow State Industrial University;
publications by Moscow State University of Geodesy
and Cartography; official RF and regional websites and
personal interviews and contacts.

Level of transport infrastructure development
Mariy El

Mordoviya

Chuvashiya

Kirov region

Nizhny Novgorod region

Density of paved roads (km \thous. of sq. km)

143

170

259

75

175

Density of railroads (km \ 10,000 sq. km.)

78

208

217

91

158

Population involved in the region's economy( %)
Mariy El

Mordoviya

Chuvashiya

Kirov region

Nizhny Novgorod region

Processing industries

13

22

22

22

25

Agriculture

18

20

15

16

–

Trade

14

12

15

15

19

Education

12

10

9

10

8

Healthcare

8

8

8

8

–

Real estate

–

–

–

–

8

Construction

–

–

–

–

8

Other sectors

34

29

31

31

33

Industrial production in the region( %)
Марий Эл

Mordoviya

Chuvashiya

Kirov region

Nizhny Novgorod region

Energy

22

16

19

23

10

Machine-building

21

38

36

10

31

Food processing

20

22

15

14

7

Chemicals

4

6

–

21

7

Timber processing

13

–

–

8

3

Metallurgy

5

–

7

13

14

Clothing and textiles

–

–

5

–

–

Other sectors

15

18

8

11

28

Source: Strategy Partners' informational bulletin "Russia's Region's: Short Esonomic Portfolios"
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Volga-Vyatksi regional development projects overview
Kirov Region
After the nose-dive of the 1990s and more
hardships at the beginning of the 21st century the region is finally recovering. Investment has grown five times since 2001. Fitch
Ratings has recently confirmed the Kirov Region’s BBB (RUS) national long-term rating
with a stable forecast for all long-term ratings. The region’s dominant foreign partner
is Germany, with the Netherlands, Denmark
and Italy also playing significant roles.
Marchmont’s review of the region’s most
interesting investment projects includes:
55 Technopark for building pre-fab houses that can be shipped anywhere in Russia
and erected on site. Investor – Kronospan,
Germany. Total investment between 2007
and 2011 – $900m.
55 Blood specimen factory worth $225 m.
Investor – Glatt Ingenieurtechnik GmbH,
Germany. The project is unique not only for
Russia and the CIS but also for Eastern Europe (the nearest is located in Austria).
55 Logging and wood processing complex. Major investors – Heinzel Holding
GmbH, Franz Mayr-Melnhof Sаge und Holzwerke GmbH, Оsterreichische Bundesforste
AG, the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. Total investment between 2009 and 2001 – about $1.5 bn.
55 Premium-class tire production. Investor – Amtel Vredestein, Netherlands. Investment – $60 m.
55 Metro Cash&Carry trade center. Investment – $31 m.
55 Brickwork factory. Major investor – Keller GmbH, Germany (over $17
mln). Total investment – over $42 m.
55 Washing machine production upgrade
at Vesta Factory. Investor – Candy Elettrodomestici s.r.l., Italy. Investment – over $9m.
55 Modernization of the region’s public utility sector between 2008 and 2012
within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol’s greenhouse gas emission quota trading mechanisms. Investor – the Danish Carbon Fund. Total investment – about $8.5m.

Republic of Mordovia
The Expert RA rating agency ranks Mordovia 21st among Russian regions on its
investment risk assessment list. Oleg Deripaska’s Basic Element Group is a major
player in the region with investments of
about $350 m.
Marchmont’s review of the region’s most
interesting investment projects includes:
55 Establishment of the Russian Transport Engineering Corporation on the
premises of the Mordovia Car Works to produce railroad cargo cars. Investor – Russian
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Machines (the Basic Element Group). Investment – about $165 m.
55 Production modernization at the
VKM-Stal Works aimed at increasing cast
iron and steel production to 90,000 tons
by 2010. Major equipment suppliers: Henrih Wagner Sinto (HWS), Laempe GmbH
and Kunkel Wagner, Germany. Major investor – Russian Transport Engineering Corporation. Investment – $185 m.
55 Pig-breeding expansion (construction of
three farms in different districts of the republic). Investor – Mordovsky Bacon – Kovylkino
Company. Investment – $120 m.
55 Milk cannery and cheese production
upgrade. Investor – Saransk Cannery. Investment – $30 m.
55 Modernization at the Saransk Cable
Company. Investor – Nokia Mail-Leffer,
Switzerland. Investment – about $9.5 m.
55 Investment in Saransk Brewery stock
worth $4.3 m. Investor – Lidiat, Ltd., Channel Islands.
55 Equipment upgrade at Svyazinform
Communications. Investor – Iskratel, Slovenia. Investment – $3 m.

Republic of Chuvashia
The Republic of Chuvashia has been rated long-term Ba2 by Moody's Interfax Rating Agency (stable forecast). According to
official data provided by the Ministry of
Economic Development and Commerce of
the Republic of Chuvashia, last year there
were”… more than 320 investment projects
carried out in the region with a total worth
of over $275 bn…”
Marchmont’s review of the region’s most
interesting investment projects includes:
55 Development of the city of Cheboksary’s south-western area. Investor – Stroitrest-2 construction company. Investment – $2.6 bn.
55 Completion of the Cheboksary Waterworks Facility. Investor – Novocheboksarsk
Cargo Port. Investment – over $1.5 bn.
55 Construction of more than a thousand
kilometers of hard surface roads. Investors – the World Bank, local government. Investment – over $390 m.
55 The republic’s first technopark. Investor – ABS Holding. Investment – $250 m.
55 “Biopark” project (bio-additives production and introduction of energy-saving
technologies to local private farms). Investors – local government, Chuvashregiongaz
gas supplier, Roslizin Nederland B. V., Netherlands. Investment – $240 m.
55 Fabric production and trimming. Investors – Volga Textile Company and Clariant AG, Switzerland. Investment – $52 m.

Construction of an ore-mining and
processing plant. Investor – Zarya Altushevo Company. Investment – $8.7 m.
55 Development of pig-breeding and purchases of pedigree cattle. Investor – Shumerlinsky Meat-Processing Factory. Investment – $8.7 m.
55

Republic of Mari El
Unlike its Volga-Vyatka neighbors, the Republic of Mari El’s investment situation is
less promising. According to official forecast, by 2011 plans called for about 50 new
production facilities to be commissioned in
Mari El. However there is no confirmation
as yet as to what projects have been approved, and in what sectors. The Ministry of
Economic Development, Industry and Commerce of the Republic of Mari El reports
that 37 companies are carrying out 62 investment projects with their support (most
recent update – May 20). But Marchmont
has not been able to independently verify
specific details about these projects.
However, the following project deserves
special attention:
55 Modernization at the Mariysky Oil Refinery (upgrade to Евро-5 production standards). Investors – Mariysky Oil Refinery,
Shell Global Solutions International B. V.,
Netherlands, and Foster Wheeler, USA. Total investment with all banking loans from
Russian and European banks considered
(as reported by the local government and
President of the Republic of Mari El) accounts for over $1.5 bn.

Expert opinion / Head of Bank of Russia's Office in the Nizhny Novgorod

Improved legal and financial framework lures more investors
Potential investors are more and more interested in the Nizhny Novgorod region – it's among the top
ten in RF Regions’ Investment Attractiveness rating. Additionally, the Expert Rating Agency puts the
Nizhny Novgorod region in the group of regions with “medium investment potential” and “moderate
investment risk” and gives it the status of “minimal legal risks for investors”. Marchmont spoke with
Stanislav Spitzin, the head of main board of the RF Central Bank Regional Branch for the Nizhny
Novgorod Region, about what attracts more foreign investment into the region.
Foreign investment in the non-financial sector of
the Nizhny Novgorod region’s economy amounted to $409.6m in 2007 which is up 1.9 times from
2006, Spitzin says. Direct investment accounts
for 33.3 % of the foreign investment in the region, portfolio investment – 6.6 % and other investment – 60.1 %.
The major volume of foreign investment was
allocated to such sectors as transport production,
chemical manufacturing, chemical and plastic
products, non-metallic mineral goods, cellulose
and paper production, publishing and communication.
$68m (16.6 %) was invested in fixed assets in
2007, including $33.2m (8.1 %) to buy machinery
and equipment. $137.9 m (33.7 %) was spent to
pay off banking loans and debts, $90.8 m (22.2 %)
to purchase securities, $82.4 m (20.1 %) to pay for
raw materials, services of outside agencies and
other expenses and $30.5 m (7.4 %) were not used
in 2007 and were transferred to 2008.
The amount of direct foreign investment compared to 2006 increased by 2.8 times and equaled
$136.4m. Capital investment was $29.4m (up 99 %
from 2006) and loans borrowed from foreign coowners of companies, $88.5m (up 4.9 times from
2006). Portfolio investment (purchase of shares)
totaled $27.1m (up 3.9 times) and other foreign
investment was $246.1 m (up 1.5 times).

“The presence of major national companies and
banks’ branches in the region, the absence of legal
restrictions for conducting currency operations,
including sending profits on invested capital to
foreign countries, developed financial markets and
trainedpersonnel make our market attractive for
potential investors. The legal framework is improving for the region to meet foreign investors’ demand for attractive business programs more effectively”, Stanislav Spitzin remarks.

Regional loan portfolio is $6.5bn

Stanislav Spitsin,
Head of Bank of Russia’s
Office in the Nizhny Novgorod
Region since 1993
A candidate of economic sciences, an associate professor and head of the Banks and
Banking Business chair at the
Lobachevsky State University
of Nizhny Novgorod

Being a representative of the country’s main financial regulator, Spitzin has also emphasized that
lending organizations in the Nizhny Novgorod region actively participate in the investment process.
Reporting data from loan organizations shows that
the total credits provided to companies as of April 1,
2008 totaled $6.5bn, which is up by 1.7 times compared to April 1,2007. Long-term loans increased
at a higher rate (2.2 times). The biggest borrower
is the manufacturing sector.
Key lending organizations are the Volgo-Vyatsky
Bank (under the RF Savings Bank), branches of
large Moscow banks and regional banks like Nizhegorodpromstroybank, Sarovbusinessbank, NBDbank, Ellips-bank, City Bank Nizhny Novgorod and
Commercial Bank Assotziatziya.

Germany, most active foreign investor
The most active investors in the region in 2007
were companies from Germany (24.3 % of investment), the UK (24.6 %), Cyprus (10.9 %), Finland
(4.8 %), France (7.2 %) and Sweden (4.4 %). The total amount of foreign investment in the non-financial sector of economy for the first quarter of 2008
totaled $41m (69 % from Q1 2007) including direct
investment of $7.2m (29.7 % from Q1 2007). Investment in capital totaled $1.4m, loans borrowed
from foreign co-owners of companies -$5.8m, portfolio investment (shares) – $0.4m. Other investment amounted to $33.4m (up 3.7 times) including trade loans – $13.8m (up 2.5 times) and other
loans – $19.5m (up 5.7 times).
The most active investors in the first quarter of
2008 were companies from Switzerland (48 % of investment), Austria (12 %), Sweden (10 %), the UK
(9.9 %), Germany (4.6 %), Italy (5 %).
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For reference
Ernst & Young's Fifth Annual research survey says that “although Russia was not
very attractive for direct foreign investment as indicated in our previous researches,
in 2007 its rating has moved up by nine points and 21 %, which is a sharp increase
compared to other countries.” Over the past two years Russia has made a significant effort to kindle investors’ interest. Now one-fifth of all the polled believe
Russia offers opportunities, a leap from 2006’s 5 % (834 international company
leaders have provided their opinions on the attractiveness of corporate Europe for
the research).
The survey conducted by KPMG auditors also reveals a considerable increase in
Russia’s appeal for investors, based on opinions from 311 top managers representing major global companies. Although the survey results show that next year Russia
will rank the world’s fifth in foreign investment attractiveness with 12 % of a total
investment volume, , the global financial crisis and the RF response has dramatically
increased "risk factors" for Russian investors.
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Leading Nizhny Novgorod regional economic development projects
The Nizhny Novgorod system of approving and supporting investment projects is very specific. The organization set up to deal with them is the Regional
Investment Council. According to regional legislation, all investment projects which require a land plot of more than 200 square meters have to be considered
by the Regional Investment Council. Its meetings are held almost every week in Nizhniy Novgorod. The total investment of the projects approved at 58 Council
meetings and 23 task force through June’2008), is $32bn. The following list represents approved projects with the most investment for the first six months
this year. The complete list, in Russian, is available on www. http: /  / www.government.nnov. (the government's English site has not been updated). Prospective
investors are advised to do thorough due diligence – an “approved” project does not mean that it will be funded and / or completed.
Number of application|company|profile

PO W ER SECTOR
959 | Main Office for Capital Construction of Nizhny Novgorod | construction
of power substation Universitetskaya110 / 10 / 10 kW
1671 |NSK | construction of power substation Mescherskoye Ozero 100/10 – 10 kW
1832 | Nizhny Novgorod Grid Company | construction of power substation
110 / 10 – 10 kW, with high voltage feed
lines 110 kW
2092 | Federal Grid Company of the Unified Energy System | construction of
power substation Borskaya 220 kW
2093 | Federal Grid Company of the Unified Energy System | construction of
power substation Nagornaya 220 kW
2121| TGC-6| third stage of drilling waste
disposal site at Dzerzhinskaya thermal power
station
2112 | Vyksastroyinvest| construction of
power substation PC-35 / 6kW and power
lines in the Vyksunsky district
1633 | Interregional Distribution Grid
Company of Centre and Volga Region |
construction of power substation Severnaya 110 kW

INDUSTRY
1761 | Severstal | construction of a
small metallurgic complex to manufacture
section iron for construction purposes
1740 | Liebherr-Nizhny Novgorod | construction of manufacturing premises to
produce constructional elements and
components
1586 | Glaverbor-NN” | construction of
Center for industrial processing of glass,
two manufacturing buildings, administrative
and household facilities
1018 |Sibur Holding| Construction of a
polyvinylchloride factory with the capacity
of 330,000 tons a year
1765 | Construction company Decor |a
line for manufacturing sandwich panels
(prioritized project)
1697 | Transtekhsnab| construction of
fish processing, storage and service facilities
1413 | Boldino-NN | construction of a
center for recycling waste in timber-cutting
and wood working industries
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1871 | Nizhegorodsky Bacon | organization of pork production facilities
1857 | MVR| Construction of a plant for
bottling environmentally sound water
1855 | ООО UkrRosKhim | Construction
of a plant for manufacturing dissolvents
and drying oils
1936 | Nizhny Novgorod Timber Company
| construction of a timber plant
1950 | Nefteotdacha |construction of
Pisarevsky ore mining and processing enterprise to manufacture enriched glass sand;
construct a new glass container plant
2049 | Saveco| construction of a plant
to manufacture commercial vehicles
IVECO
1888 | TransContainer | Plant for manufacturing thermally-insulated containers
2024 | Schott Pharmaceutical Packaging
| construction of a plant for manufacturing glass packaging for the pharmaceutical industry
1909 | Dzerzhinskhimproduct | construction of a packaging plant
1927 | Kotzit | reconstruction of warehouse premises for storing oil products
16 | Mart | construction of a brick factory
2122 | Nizhny Novgorod Factory for Recycling Rubber Technical Products | facilities for recycling wastes of rubber technical products
1994 |Group of companies Zolotye Tzvety
| construction of a greenhouse complex
for growing roses and other products in
the agricultural sector
2023 | Gas-concrete factory | construction of a gas-concrete factory
2292 | Ondulin-construction materials |
production of roofing materials Ondulin
2137 | Privolzhskaya Biofuel Company |
construction of a pellet factory
2159 | Delantera-ISTMa | building a construction material factory
2203 | Zenit | construction of a bottled
drinking water plant
2108 |Vyksastroyinvest | construction
of a ceramic brick factory with the capacity of 60 million units a year
2111 |Vyksastroyinvest | development
of a clay pit for providing raw materials
to the ceramic brick factory
2471 | Balsam | Production and distribution of champagne and sparkling wine in
the town of Chkalovsk

2492 | STORAENSO PACKAGING ВР |
Construction of a corrugated cardboard
and packaging factory

1981 | GBD Invest Ltd | construction
of multimodal terminal complex Center
of Russia

2387 | Factory of Resource Saving Materials | Construction of a foam glass
factory

2046 | Spectr | construction of storage
complex Avtozavodsky

TRANSPORT
& LOGISTICS

2047 | Avalon| construction a warehouse
terminal
2151 | Dariga | construction of storage
facilities (separate buildings)

1239 | Main Office for Capital Construction of Nizhny Novgorod | construction
of a funicular at the slope of the Nizhny
Novgorod Kremlin

2278 | Nizhegorodskie Kanatnye Dorogi
(Nizhny Novgorod Cable Roads) | construction of the upper station of cable
car road “Nizhny Novgorod – Bor”

1238 | Metsnabinvest | construction of
storage facilities

2279 | Nizhegorodskie Kanatnye Dorogi
(Nizhny Novgorod Cable Roads) | construction of the lower station of cable
car road “Nizhny Novgorod – Bor”

1605 | Zemproekt| construction of a
storage-logistic center
1610 | Nokturn | A-class logistic center
construction
1669 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of bus station Sennaya
1684 | StroyTekh | construction of storage facilities
1751 | GUMMiD | construction of motor transport approaches to the combined
bridge over the Oka
1752 | Altair | construction of storage
facilities
1587 | Autodealer | construction of
storage facilities

2168 | Bor Terminal | construction of a
refrigerating logistic terminal
2175 | Zhilstroy-NN | construction of
a terminal for unloading and storing inert materials
2179 | Volga-Oka Logistic Company| construction of storage facilities in the Nizhny
Novgorod region
2274 | Belrusneftegaz |construction of
a shopping-logistic complex
2282 | Danata |construction of storage
facilities
2347 | Agricultural Company Nizhegorodetz | construction of a logistic center

936 | Capital-NN | construction of an administrative-warehouse complex MOST”

TECHNOLOGIES

1679 | Lecta-NN | construction of a
warehouse for rolled metal products

1690 | Center for Territorial Development | construction of IT technopark
Ankudinovka

1712 | Prompack | construction of storage facilities
1791 | Metsnabinvest | construction of
storage facilities (separate buildings)
1930 | Sibur-Neftehim | construction of
a raw material source for liquid hydrocarbons (capacity of 610,000 tons a year)
1131 | VAK-TA | Passenger cable car between Nizhny Novgorod and Bor
1883 | Bazalt | Multifunctional storage
facilities
1972 | Main Office for the Construction
and Repair of Metro, Bridges and Road
Network in Nizhny Novgorod| the extension of Avtozavodskaya metro line in Nizhny Novgorod from Moscowsakya station
to Gorkovskaya station and construction
of a metro bridge over the Oka

RETAIL-BUSINESS
INFRASRTUCTURE
1427 | Yuni-Fort | construction of a hypermarket and aqua-park
1408 | Razvitie Nizhegorodskoy Oblasti
(Development of the Nizhny Novgorod region)| construction of a shopping mall
1407 |Razvitie Nizhegorodskoy Oblasti (Development of the Nizhny Novgorod region) |
construction of a shopping-office center
1275 | Nadezhda | construction of a
multi-functional complex
1591 | Investregion | construction of a
supermarket for the distribution of building materials

1571 | Zodchy| construction of a shopping center
1178 | Konkor | construction of a business center with underground parking
998 |Start Stroy | construction of an
office and shopping mall
1667 | DENDI | construction of a business center with a 4‑level parking lot
1668 | Sole Proprietor Lomtev A. V. |
shopping mall construction
1554 | AVK | construction of an administrative-exhibition center with a spa complex and underground parking lot
1750 | Nizhegorodkapstroy | construction of a multi-functional complex
1800 | Investment company Fenix | construction of a business center with underground parking, shopping area, food
catering and hotel
1678 / 1755 | Sole Proprietor Baltzeva M. G. Sole Proprietor Makushin S. A.
| construction of a two-storey shop / office-sports-spa center
1171 | Silver | shopping mall construction
1777 |Region-Invest | construction of
shopping and storage facilities
1744 | Autoinvest | construction of a
business center
2038 | Nizhny Novgorod Factory of Bread
Products | construction of hotel complex
“Center for International Business Cooperation”
2163 | Perspektiva | construction of a
shopping mall
1812 | Parkfield Development | construction of a business center with a
shopping mall
1838 | Cold storage plant Zarechny |
construction of a shopping-office center
1764 | TorgMarket | construction of
8‑storey administrative building with
apartments on top floors and underground parking
2036 | Volna | shopping mall construction
2240 | Inzhstroy-NN 1 | multifunctional
shopping mall construction
2157 | Tehnologii Buduschego (Technologies of the Future) |construction of
an administrative-shopping center with
apartments, hotel, offices, restaurant,
two-level underground parking and a
transformer substation
1524 | Volgo-Oksky Project | construction of a building with office and residential space
2171 | Altair | shopping-exhibition center construction (separate buildings)
2185 | Dix К | office center construction
2198 | Dogmara | construction of a business center with a hotel complex
2216 | KitKar | construction of a business center with underground parking
2507 | Nizhegorodkapstroy | construction of a multifunctional underground center with parking in the center of Nizhny
Novgorod in Minin Square

2322 | Ampir | construction of a multifunctional shopping-business complex

RESIDENTIAL
REAL ESTATE
1179 | Zhilstroyproekt | residential area
construction
1736 | RTM Nizhny Novgorod | residential area construction
1760 | Nizhny Novgorod Fund for Mortgage Crediting of Military men in the Privolzhsky Federal District | construction of a
residential area with underground parking

2102 | Center for Territorial Development | engineering infrastructure of IT
technopark Ankudinovka
2041 | Administration of the Kulebaksky
District of the Nizhny Novgorod region |
construction of a maternity hospital
2148 | Gorodetzstroyservice |construction of a school for 700 pupils in Gorodetz

LEISURE
ACTIVITIES
& TOURISM

666 | Meridian | construction of residential buildings

1170 | Capital | construction of a multifunctional sports-entertainment complex
OSTROV (Island)

1642 | Kredor-5 | construction of a
multi-apartment house

1736 | RTM Nizhny Novgorod | construction of Ice Palace; a shopping mall

1651 | NITELStroy | construction of two
ten-story houses with underground parking
1685 |Kapstroy | construction of a tenstory building
1727 | Stroitel-P |construction of a tenstory house with underground parking

709 | Trade Park | tourist complex construction
1781 | Rusotel-N | construction of a
multifunctional hotel complex

1926 | Nizhny Novgorod House Building Company | construction of residential houses

1779 | XXI VekStroy | construction of a
multifunctional sports leisure center for
young people with shopping area and underground parking

1965 | Stroyinvest-NN | construction of
residential houses”

1785 | SANAHTA | construction of “International Traveler's Club”

2130 | Stroitel-P | construction of 2,3,4
stages of a residential complex (houses,
nursery, multi-level parking)

1837 | Tehnologii Buduschego (Technologies of the Future) | construction of diving center FAUNA with a hotel

1953 | Capital Construction and Development Department of the Diveevsky
district Administration | construction of
three residential houses

1980 | Dialogue and K | construction of
a multifunctional sports-spa complex with
shopping area and a cafe

1956 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of residential houses with underground parking

485 | Silver | construction of a leisure
center Ohotnichy Domik
915 | Department for Culture of the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of Opera & Ballet Theatre in Nizhny Novgorod

2158 | Euro-Mart | construction of residential houses with underground parking
and a playground

1959 | Andava Management | construction of a cultural-entertainment center
with underground parking

2164 | VolgaTelecom | construction of
residential houses

1960 | Andava Management |construction of a multifunctional sports-entertainment center with underground parking

2254 | Rezonans | residential area construction in the Nizhny Novgorod region
2419 | Privolzhsky Center for International Investment |construction of cottage settlement Falino-Pestovo in the Nizhny Novgorod region

COMMUNITYORIENTED
FACILITIES
1645 | Maternity hospital #1 | construction of a perinatal center for 150
patients
1009 | Nizhny Novgorod Scientific & Research Institute Of Traumatology And Orthopedy, | Federal Burn Center, emergency station, helicopter landing site
910 | Administration of Volodarsky municipal district of the Nizhny Novgorod region
|Volodarskaya Central District Hospital
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2005 | Department for Sport Development of the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sport-recreation center in
Arzamas in the Nizhny Novgorod region

2296 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region| construction of a sports-recreative complex in
Pavlovo
2297 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction
of a sports-recreative complex in Bor
2417 | Privolzhsky Center of International Investment | construction of a hotelrecreative complex in Gorodetz of the Nizhny Novgorod region
2418 | Privolzhsky Center of International Investment | construction of historictourist complex Knyazhy Dvor in Gorodetz
of the Nizhny Novgorod region
2205 | Zolotoy Park |construction of hotel Zolotoy Park
2313 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region| construction
of a sports-recreative complex in Krasnye Baky
2314 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in Voznesenskoye
2316 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in Volodarsk
2317 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in
Kstovsky district
2371 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in
Chkalovsk
2373 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in Lukoyanov
2374 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction
of a sports-recreative complex in Vad
2375 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction
of a sports-recreative complex in Pilna
2301 | Kredo-NN| construction of a
sports-recreative complex
2497 | Otel-Invest – Nizhny Novgorod |
construction of a Holiday Inn hotel-Nizhny
Novgorod”

2115 | Sobchino |a park-recreation zone,
a part of investment project “Hotel Complex Port Savin”

2286 | Tortuga Yacht-Club | construction
of a yacht-club with boatsheds for winter
storage of boats and yachts

2116 | Sobchino | fishing facilities, a
part of investment project “Hotel Complex Port Savin”

2324 | Ministry for the Construction of
the Nizhny Novgorod region | construction of a sports-recreative complex in
Arzamassky district

1813 | KESKO-NN | construction of
5‑star DoubleTree Hotel (Hilton Int'l)
2139 | Novinky Club | sports-recreation
complex Novinky Club

*This list includes only the largest
investment projects in terms of capital

2253 | Museum of ancient and folk handcraft Berezopolie | museum of ancient
and folk handcraft Berezopolie
2352 | Nizhegorodkapstroy |reconstruction of ski-jumps, construction of a hotel,
mountain skiing downhill and aquapark.
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Industry
Nizhny Novogord has long been one of Russia's
most productive industrial cities. The GAZ plant
here employs well over 100,000 and makes cars as
well as the Gazelle, Russia's leading delivery van.
Supplying GAZ are hundreds of SME's. Having
inked a deal with Magna, a global auto parts giant
and ready to launch its new Siber (to replace the
venerable Volga), GAZ is betting big on its future.
In other sectors, opporuntiies in chemical
processing, glass-making and aerospace have lured
multi-nationals from Japan, Germany, Belgium
and other countries to the region as well.
Earlier this year, Russia's SIBUR and SolVin, a
subsidiary partnership of Belgium's Solvay and
Germany's BASF, set up a new JV, RusVinyl to
create the largest PVC plant in E. Europe, weighing
in at $944m. Over in Bor, just across the Volga
from Nizhny, another Belgian firm, Vesuvius
Group, S. A., a European leader in producing
refractory glass is investing $31m to build a new
glassworks there. It joins Japan's Asahi which
has made Bor Glassworks Factory, one of Russia's
leading providers of auto glass.
Investors should be encouraged by the breadth of
foreign companies willing to expand here. A lot
depends on the region's ability to lure engineering
and design talent required to make world-class
products.
With lower production costs and easy access to
European markets, the opportunities to invest into
the region's industrial infrastructure look bright.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Industry

GAZ bets big on its $20,000‑class Siber as Russia’s new standard
Made in Russia foreign-branded cars now account for almost half the Russian auto market. The future of a Russiadesigned and built car is in question. With little demand for its Volga, Russia’s second largest automaker GAZ
Group is betting $300m that its new Siber will become Russia’s new standard bearer. Its life may be short. In July
the company surprised the industry saying it was looking for a $1bn partner to build another “new line” of cars.
According to the director of GAZ's car production division, Leonid Dolgov, GAZ Group
expects to launch retail sales of its new Siber model in October. The long-awaited
rollout will be the first attempt to sell a
new, mid-class Russian-built and branded
sedan for the Russian market since GAZ’s
Volga was introduced in 1956.

Nizhny Novgorod-based GAZ Group, now
owned by billionaire Oleg Derepaska, currently employs more than 100,000 auto
workers in its plants here. For many decades the company's Volga was Russia’s
premier car – big, heavy, mostly black and
proof positive that its owner was someone
important.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the discovery by the West that Russia
was a vast, underfed car market, foreign
firms like Isuzu and Hyundai began working with existing auto plants. Others went
even farther and built their own factories
here. Today, almost all the big foreign carmakers have existing plants here: GM, Ford,
Fiat, VW, Hyundai, etc. Toyota and Nissan
are also building plants. Russia is now Europe’s largest car market after Germany and
companies like Ford, which just hired an additional 1500 workers at its booming St. Petersburg plant, are seeing their investments
pay off handsomely. Auto sales in Russia
rose 23 precent last year, to 1.78 million
units, and are expected to reach 3.4 million by 2010, according to industry group
IAA Autostat. Fueling the boom is the growing market share of foreign-brand cars produced in Russia. Last year local production
of foreign models increased 75 percent, to
277,000, and the figure is forecast to reach
1 million units by 2010.
In the past five years, auto sales have tripled. By 2010, many forecasters see Russia overtaking Germany to become Europe's
#1 auto market with sales of more than 4
million vehicles.
International auto business leaders continue to be amazed at Russia’s auto appetite.
“The rapid growth in this market is unbelievable,” says Ichiro Chiba, director of Toy-
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From isolationism
to an open world
Siber
Sleek and shiny – but will it sell?
ota's St. Petersburg plant. “And it's undeniable that this market can only grow, with
the middle-class part of society being its locomotive.” Carl-Peter Forster, president of
GM Europe, echoes the overall sentiments,
“if you look at the world's carmakers coming
into Russia, it's all about who's faster. Right
now it's a question of speed – making the
right strategic moves to build up capacity
and to build up a strong dealer network.”
According to Siegfried Wolf, chief executive of parts supplier Magna International,
now a strategic GAZ Group partner, “we are
talking about a race, and it's taking place
in Russia.”
Many analysts believe it is a race driven
not only by the country's growing economy
but also by the Soviet legacy that made car
onwership so rare. The most recent UN data
indicates that currently, there are just 124
motor vehicles per 1,000 people in Russia,
compared with 426 per 1,000 in the United Kingdom, 566 per 1,000 in Italy and 765
per 1,000 in the U. S.
As more and more Russians enjoy the
material benefits of their country’s robust
growth, they are ditching their antiquated Izhes, Zhigulis and Moskviches in favor
of today’s more high-tech, streamlined foreign brands. GAZ Group is all set to flex its
muscles to capitalize on the current trends
and growth of Russia’s middle class and,
optimistically, to stem the tide of foreign
brands from taking an even larger share of
the market..

Lock, stock and barrel for $150m
GAZ's new Siber is designed to replace the
company's much-loved, much-hated Volga
sedan, which has been made since 1956 but
is scheduled to gracefully fade out of production between 2009 and 2012.
The company raised some eyebrows
when it opted to buy Chrysler’s Sebring
platform lock stock and barrel in 2006. The
price was cheap – a reported $150m. The
company's total Siber investment is expected to exceed $300m by the time full production is achieved. But the jury is still out on
whether or not GAZ’s new Siber will be the
salvation of Russia’s passenger car market
in the $18 – 25,000 segment.
Chrysler still builds the Sebring in
America, but has been rapidly losing market share ever since its purchase by Germany's Daimler, so industry analysts were
quick to praise Chrysler's deal with GAZ as
a smart move. GM and Ford have also been
losing out to foreign competitors in their
home market for years but have been able
to strengthen their European and Asian
presence with great success.

A look at Sebring history
Chrysler bought its Sterling Heights auto
plant from Volkswagen in 1983 and a dozen
years later introduced its new Sebring coupe.
In 1996, a convertible was released. Both
models replaced Chrysler's aging LeBaron
model. The coupe was based on Mitsubishi's
Eclipse. In 2001, a second generation Sebring

was introduced and has continued to be sold
as both a mid-size sedan and a convertible. In
2005, the coupe was discontinued.
What GAZ bought is Chrysler's first-generation Sebring tooling and it owns the car's
platform outright, allowing all-new future
vehicles to be developed on the same underpinnings. According to reports, GAZ will
also import Chrysler's 2.4‑liter 4‑cylinder
engines from Mexico for its new Siber.

Massive re-training and re-design
After shipping the Sebring production line
to Russia, the project’s implementation required the company to re-design the car for
Russian roads and driving conditions.
The first step was a massive new training program for the employees chosen to

road-testing. As this issue of Marchmont's Investment Guide to Russia went to press, there
were no road-test reports available from automotive magazines so on the following pages
we have asked industry experts to talk about
their views on the new Siber.

Production set
at just over 14,000 this year
GAZ Group has announced conservative
plans to produce 14,000 units for sale this
year, the director of GAZ's car production division, Leonid Dolgov, told Russia’s
Prime-Tass information agency. Plans call
for an increase to 45,000 units in 2009 and
to 65,000 units in 2010, Dolgov said. This
confidence has prompted some analysts to
agree that GAZ is ready to back its new se-

pared to the mother platform, the new Siber has a more rigid suspension and a higher road clearance.

70 % foreign components
Almost 70 percent of Siber’s components
are foreign-made, according to GAZ representatives. Manufacturing will not be locally sourced unless Russian components
meet strict quality requirements. Key foreign suppliers include Magna, Bosch, TRW,
Valeo, and ZF.
Last but not the least, according to the Vedomosti newspaper, GAZ has decided to retain the legendary Volga brand name even
after the name-bearing sedan ceases to exist.
So, the new Siber will be officially referred
to as the Volga Siber (not GAZ Siber).

Hyundai Sonata
Siber faces strong global competitors...
work on the Siber. Despite being decades
old, the Sebring’s assembly process was
entirely new to GAZ. To re-design the car,
GAZ hired one of its affilaites, UltraMotive,
a British styling and engineering center.
In addition to personnel training and new
design and engineering work, new supplier relations had to be established. The Siber
production line has more than 3,000 pieces
of equipment and includes everything from
body welding and painting to the Siber's final assembly. The U. S. manufacturing process is far more automated than GAZ’s current assembly line, which uses less robotics
and more hand assembly.
Siber’s top managers were sent for training to Chrysler and Magna. GAZ also chose
Magna to mount and install the Sebring production equipment in Nizhny Novgorod.
A sample production run of the Siber, 500
cars, was completed this spring. Most of these
were shipped to Moscow and given to a select
group of corporate customers and VIP's for
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Siber's foreign competitors

Nissan Almera Classic
Nissan's new mid-size entry is just one...
dan with considerable marketing efforts to
ensure its success.
The car is being positioned as “less expensive” than its imported or locally produced counterparts. There have been rumors the projected price has risen even
before the Siber hit dealers showrooms,
however, official GAZ sources indicate the
originally envisioned price of $18,000 for
the base model is expected to hold. More
advanced versions, depending on accessories, will cost up to $25,000.
Some analysts forecast that Siber will be
in demand even in the over $20,000 price
range – at least, during the first few months
of its launch. However, the base model is
expected to account for up to 43 percent
of overall Siber sales, while heavily accessorized versions will account for just 15
precent.
According to GAZ’s advertising material, Siber has been rigorously adapted for
Russian winters and Russian roads. Com-

Toyota Corolla
Toyota's quality will be hard to match
Editor's Note:
As the issue went to press, the financial crisis had caused major revisions to GAZ plans.
Reuters quoted Kommersant business daily
as reporting in late October that one-fifth of
GAZ Group's staff now face the axe due to
the credit crisis (sources in GAZ itself give a
more conservative estimate of up to 3 % of the
current workforce). Staff count could be cut
from 115,000 to 90,000, saving 450m roubles ($16.64m) a month. This will adversely
affect the Volga Siber 2009 production plans
(down to 30,000 cars), Vedomosti reported
in early November, and has already slashed
this year's production from the envisioned
14,000 to up to 4,000. Moreover, the crisis
has sped up the fulfillment of Deripaska's
plans for the phasing-out of old Volga production: serial manufacture will cease early
next year after the current stock of components gets depleted.
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VIP's, auto dealers, the media and John Q. Public talk about Siber
The Volga Siber rollout is expected to take place this month and experts as well as potential buyers are waiting for
the chance to test-drive the new car. While GAZ is full of optimism regarding Siber’s prospects; automotive experts
are generally cautious, while rank and file customers are more forthright about the issue. With $300m on the
line, in an attempt to get a broader picture, Marchmont has sought commentaries from auto dealers, independent
experts, the media and locals.

Vladimir Putin and German
Gref – lukewarm to optimistic
Just a day before the official launch of production, Russia's new prime minister took
a Siber for a spin and told reporters its
high road clearance was “good for Russian
roads” but the suspension felt a little stiff.
German Gref, board chairman of Russia’s
Sberbank, was more optimistic. He predicted that, “hosts of Russian government officials will be happy to swap foreign car seats
for the new Siber’s.” Gref was also quoted by NTA-Privolzhye as promising that his
bank would be buying Sibers for its corporate needs. The ex-minister went on to claim
that the Volga Siber would mark the beginning of GAZ’s modern history and show the
world that it could compete with the best
foreign vehicles both in price and quality.
And he added that maybe it was time for
former Nizhny Governor Boris Nemtsov's
plan for the RF to “buy Volgas” to be revisited and have Duma members driving Sibers instead of foreign cars.

Moscow-based Favorit Motors
Sergei Sadovsky, vice-president for finance
at Moscow-based GK FAVORIT MOTORS
dealership, was more cautious:
“Nizhny Novgorod’s Siber is not an issue
for Moscow at all. In the country's capital,
the demand is for foreign higher-class cars
so that's our focus. But for the regions – why
not? However, everything will depend on the
quality of client service at Siber dealerships
and how adequate and reliable the car will
actually be. Another factor to take into account is spare parts and supplies: how polished and swift is the re-supply system going to be, and how well will repair shops and
dealer service departments be able to meet
clients’ maintenance needs? And the price for
servicing the new car will be a factor too.
Sadovsky also believes that the announced price range for the Siber is “a little
bit too high” for such a 'homegrown” model
compared to the proven quality, reliability
and re-sale value of its foreign counterparts
like Korea's Hyundai Elantra or Japan's Toyota Corolla. The market is not used to paying that much for Russian brands.
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“If GAZ adjusts the price downwards,
they can expect a positive market response
and solid sales,” added the GK FAVORIT
MOTORS vice-president.

Loose lips sink ships?
As Marchmont continued to ask executives for their opinion, it became obvious
that few were as willing and open to discuss GAZ Group related issues as this Moscow auto manager. Some of our sources
sounded very concerned about the potential adverse consequences of “unauthorized comments”. The head of sales and
marketing at another Moscow-based auto
dealership agreed to respond only provided that Marchmont changed his name and
refrained from naming the firm he worked
for. Here is one of the typical off-record
commentaries we got before the new Siber entered the market in September:

A pig in a poke?
“To tell the truth, it is hard to predict what
is in store for GAZ’s Siber as it hits dealers’
showrooms. First of all, the model has not
entered the retail market yet, so a lot of people feel that it's still a “pig in a poke.” Further, no one can say for sure the announced
price will hold by time the car is actually in
showrooms. Maybe the company will drop
the price a bit, a typical marketing strategy,
to position the Siber entering the market at
a more 'acceptable price'. This will help develop customer interest but allow them to increase prices later. I don't think a lot of people visit the GAZ website or even know what
the new car will look like. A publicity campaign would be good for the market to be
aware, but it's a month away from launch
and we haven't seen anything. If we approach the issue from the Russian mentality
perspective, I think Siber's market prospects
are still vague: maybe it will be sold on the
basis of patriotism. But on the other hand,
if it was a real Chrysler and not its Russian
clone, it would be cooler. Take UAZ’s Patriot SUV. They made it look like a foreign jeep
and even put the name in English, but then
they changed it to Russian because the market regarded it as a Russian vehicle with all

the stereotypes that usually plague domestic
cars. It was no Land Cruiser, really. Something like that may happen to the Siber too.
But I repeat: forecasts are difficult, if not futile, to make as we have virtually nothing
to assess so far and nothing is clear. I believe this is a shared opinion of most automotive experts”.

Media cautious, reviews mixed
Automotive media interviewed by Marchmont were also very concerned about “repercussions” if their reports were not favorable. Despite widespread freedom the
print media normally enjoy in their editorial work, even well-known, mass-market automotive publications declined comment.
One auto expert who did agree to speak
requested anonymity, but gave the following opinion:
“It is still too early to draw conclusions
but I think the Siber can stand a relatively good chance for success if, first and foremost, its pricing policy is flexible enough to
allow for Russian buyers' peculiar attitudes
towards domestic auto products and, secondly, if the car proves that it is hardy enough to
stand up to terrible quality of Russian roads.
Also important is whether or not it is capable
of delivering the same satisfaction to customers who have already driven foreign vehicles
and who know what comfort and reliability
are. Government officials may be mandated to buy the Siber, of course, but bureaucrats don't make the real Russian auto market. You can't base any judgment on what
they do.”

A local speaks his mind
Meanwhile, average motorists are eyeing the Siber with curiosity and some bemusement, like Alexei Nikolaevich, a Nizhny Novgorod resident who drives a 2007
Volga 31105.
“Why buy an obsolete American car under the Volga brand for $20,000 plus, if the
same money can easily buy a new foreign
car!? As for me, I am going to do that. But if
Deripaska wants to churn out a “folks auto”,
the price should not be more than $14,800!”
he claimed.

Expert opinion / Semyon Podkar

GAZ and Magna International: a marriage made in heaven
In June 2008 Canada’s global auto components manufacturer Magna officially announced plans to set a joint
venture with GAZ Group and build a new $500m automobile plant in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Russia's automotive components industry has long
been plagued by poor quality and performance.
Local car parts are notorious for their flagrant failure rates – one in a thousand vs. the world’s acceptable 70 per million (Ernst & Young).
In a bold attempt to change the auto parts
business, Oleg Deripaska's Russian Machines
agreed to buy 20% of Canada's Magna International for $1.54bn. Magna has carved out
a global position as a quality car parts provider and has long wanted to enter the Russian market. Everything was going smoothly
until last month. At the very height of the financial crisis Derepaska was hit with a margin
call that caused him to cash in his equity position in Magna. Although the two firms have
still pledged to work together, the future of
Magna's plans in Russia are far less clear.
Magna is headed by the charismatic Frank
Stronach, who is celebrated as one of Canada's greatest entreprenuers. With just $200
in his pocket when he began decades ago,
Stronach has grown Magna into a company
with $25bn in annual sales and a workforce

of more than 80,000. The company recently
announced it would join in the race for a plugin hybrid vehicle, which it promised to have
on the road by 2010.
The Stronach / Deripaska marriage was
supposed to put the Canadian company into
pole position to develop one of the world’s fastest-growing markets. At the press conference
to sign the contract, Stronach astounded the
media with a prediction that Magna would set
up 300 factories in Russia in the decade to follow, and prophesied that as a result of its expansion into the Russian market its revenues,
will nearly triple over the next 10 years.
Magna's investment in the joint venture
with GAZ Group is pegged at $46.2m. It will
manufacture face panels and car components
such as bumpers, head lights, dashboards,
panels for doors and roofs with the capacity
of 100,000 units a year. Other JV agreements
to be signed between Magna and GAZ later
this year will stipulate aluminum component
casting, auto axle manufacture, production of
plastic parts, and possibly AWD assembly.

Magna's biggest investment however is
their announcement to build a $500m automotive factory in Nizhny Novgorod. The
planned capacity of the newly announced facility will be between 100,000 and 150,000
autos per year. According to sources, the
new plant will produce Chrysler-branded vehicles. Magna officials have chosen the site
and expect to break ground next year, but no
official announcement has been made.
Editor's Note:
As Marchmont's Q3 issue went to press,
Magna's relationship with Russian Machines and its owner Oleg Deripaska became another victim of the global liquidity
crisis. On Oct. 3, Magna announced that
Deripaska was being forced to cash out his
20 million shares in the Canadian-based
auto parts maker pledged as security to finance Russian Machines' $1.54 billion equity interest in Magna last year. In a press
release Magna insisted that the overall relationship with GAZ and Deripaska was important and would remain positive.

Why Russia's auto industry needs to re-invent itself
The auto industry is key provider of jobs for millions of Russians and its success is critical to an
economy all to dependent on oil and gas. Semyon Podkar, a well-known expert in key strategies and
branding, talks to Marchmont about the country's automotive future.
“Toyota led the way with hybrid cars, but why not
think about alternative hybrid fuels? All energy saving cars are far lighter than their standard counterparts. How safe are they? Is a car safe just because it
has seat belts and air bags? What about fitting out
cars with safe parking devices too, as well as with
internet communications and automated navigation and anti-theft tracking systems? Cyber-vehicles are on the horizon, but Russia is lagging behind in this sector – despite the fact that we created
successful space designs like the Lunokhod Moon
research vehicle.
Fortunately, the world’s leading auto component manufacturers are following carmakers into
the Russian market. This should motivate Russian businesses to get in shape. Those that have
been careless enough not to invest in branding,
innovation and quality management will be taken over or ousted from the market. If Russia is
only known for making clones and being a runner-up, we can't continue to blame our Soviet leg-
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acy. The deadliest threat was having no competition. Now we face a huge shortage of skilled staff.
The country is in desperate need for engineers,
not an army of managers. Russian auto designers?
There simply are no universities that are equipped
to train them.”
Podkar worries too about the paucity of Russian
auto branding. “Intellectual and financial investments in this area have been way too inadequate.
Every year we witness foreign carmaker's brands
displacing Russian autos. Too, there has been no
coherent government policy towards the Russian
auto industry and its related sectors like petrochemicals, materials science, personnel training, R&D,
etc.” Podka also feels that one of Russia's most painful problems is the little or no consumer pressure
on car makers and dealers. “I have not heard of any
instances of Russian automobile plants withdrawing their cars from the market for troubleshooting
as a result of market pressure or campaigns by motorists’ societies,” he says.

Semyon Podkar
Born 1950. Education: Tupolev Aircraft-Building Institute of Kazan in 1974; internship on insurance in England
in 1994; MBA at the Higher
School of Economics in 2005.
Works as a brand consultant
and expert in key strategies. Manager of the Double
Resource branding project at
Severstal-Avto. Main focus:
applied management in integrated marketing and branding; strategic planning. Author
of the Branding: First Introduction manual for developing
markets
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Industry

Bor, turning sand into treasure for the global glass market
The Bor District of the Nizhny Novgorod region has been on a roll since the 1990s. For several years running, it has
been ranked first in foreign investment per capita among the region’s cities. More than $360m worth of foreign
investment has been pumped into the district since 2000.

AGC Bor Glassworks leads the pack
Leading the pack is AGC Bor Glassworks,
Russia’s most important producer of polished glass and a major supplier of auto
glass for most of the foreign branded autos
now being built in Russia. Over the years it
has been expanding its capacity and product range through investment projects.
In early 2007 Japan’s Asahi Glass Co.,
through its European asset Belgium’s AGC
Flat Glass Europe (former Glaverbel), injected $15m in construction of a tempered
glass production line. Now the line is being
commissioned and expected to produce up
to 40,000 sets of side and rear auto glass
per month.
It’s the third major investment that AGC
Flat Glass Europe has made locally in three
years: in 2006 the company built a triplex
production complex worth almost $25m

and then introduced new $5.25m equipment for production of side auto glass sets
(which is now up and running and operating in full swing at the capacity of 700,000
sets a year); the latter has made AGC Bor
Glassworks a leading supplier of supercurved side glass for Renault’s Logan and
Clio compacts as well as Kia vehicles.

Diversifying into decorative glass
The company’s investment efforts may go
beyond automotive glass. AGC Flat Glass
Europe is eyeing opportunities for Russia’s
first Matelux glass production line on the
Bor premises. The firm itself is currently declining to give any comments on this, making it clear, though, that the project will be
launched later this year. Analysts can only
speculate, but if made, this will be a demand-driven decision: Russian demand for
decorative etched glass is already comparable to Europe’s. There is no Matelux production in Russia so AGC Flat Glass Europe
is the exclusive supplier. With decorative
glass consumption in this country surpassing two million square meters a year and
steadily rising, the launch of new production would come in the nick of time. Substantial production volumes would mean
an end to import etched glass from the company’s European factories, cutting transportation costs and shipping time dramatically and reducing customs duties.
A cloud on the horizon could be pricing. Even with all the above cost-savings,
Russian-made Matelux is still estimated
by analysts to be around 10 percent more
expensive than ordinary structural glass.
However the company is confident that if
the project is approved and gets under way,
market trends showing growing demand
for a broader range of high-quality decorative glass by high-end buyers will eliminate these price concerns.

Belgians are coming in earnest
Belgium is showing real – and diverse – interest in the Bor District in a variety of industrial fields. A big international player,
Vesuvius Group S. A., a European leader in
refractory production, has recently come
to an agreement with local authorities on
construction of a $31m plant to manufac-
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ture refractory products to be widely used
in metalwork. Its Bor-based facility will join
a network of over 90 Vesuvius-owned plants
worldwide. Plans call for a sophisticated,
state-of-the-art factory and the Belgians
plan to invest gradually, stage by stage.
The ambitious project is to start in early 2009, and after the first stage is built in
the first quarter of 2010, two more will follow. Francois Vanek, president of Vesuvius Group, is also reportedly eyeing another
$60m worth of investment. The 100,000 sq.
meter land lot provided for the startup will
be leased to Vesuvius Group for as long as
construction continues, and upon completion the Belgians will buy it all.
The manufacturer will focus of the production of refractory pipes for steel casting.
When commissioned, this will be Russia’s
first foreign production of fluxes. Estimated daily capacity of the new facility is 600
pieces, which is expected to create 100 new
jobs at the inception phase with potential
to increase manpower to 200‑250 people as
the projected second and third stages get
under way.

Price vs. quality
Currently, most Russian manufacturers use
fluxes that are made in Russia. However,
domestic product quality is not as high as
foreign counterparts and this forces industry to replace Russian fluxes far more frequently. As both domestic and global demand for higher quality becomes more
critical, product cost no longer becomes
such a prime focus. Even so, importers of
foreign fluxes currently pay almost twice
the price of Russian fluxes.
For Vesuvius and its subsidiaries, the opportunity is vast. They currently have a 25
percent market share in the Russian market
so building plants here will allow them to
cut prices by a reported 20 percent (passing on the savings from dramatically reduced shipping and customs costs) while
keeping margins high. Vesuvius is confident
that Russia’s metallurgical giants such as
Magnitogorsk- and Taganrog-based plants,
as well as the Severstal Group, will be eager to buy Belgium’s famous fluxes made in
Russia. According to well-informed sources at Vesuvius Group, the company is also

considering exporting its Bor-made fluxes
to European countries.

…and not only Belgians
Although glass is still king in Bor, the focus
is not just on heavy industries. Turkey’s Pasabahce, a member of Sisecam Group with
business interests in chemical and glass-manufacturing sectors, has decided to invest more
than $63m in the expansion of its Posuda domestic glassware plant in the Bor District.
As a result of an agreement reached
in March between Pasabahce and the Nizhny Novgorod regional government, the
Turks are guaranteed state support and
$6m worth of tax breaks, while the company’s new plant provides almost 400 people with new jobs. For the Bor District, the

new plant means added revenue of $3.9m
in the year of project completion alone. For
Posuda this investment will mean that the
company can finally offer a broader product range of glassware currently in growing
demand–plates, jugs, fancy vases, etc. Since
2004, when the plant received an $11m upgrade to increase its production capacity
to 90 tons of glass raw per day, Posuda has
not been able to expand. The new furnace
and production line will increase capacity
almost 35 % to 120 tons per day.
The Sisecam group racked up annual
sales of $1.6bn last year. Its Bor-based Pasabahce-owned Posuba facility is its prized
asset. The latest agreement clearly shows
the Turkish firm's commitment to continued expansion in Russia.

© AGC Glassworks

Profile / Politex

Italy’s Politex weaving its way to become Russia’s top poly maker
Politex, the Italian subsidiary of Germany’s Freudenberg Group, is making a $21m investment to capitalize on its
internationally-recognized expertise in production of heavy-duty polyester needle-punched (staple) fabric used in
roofing materials.
Having laid a durable foundation in Russia for the production of staple fiber polyester nonwovens, Politex was ready for a new
round of investment. Its new roofing line
will utilize spun-bonded technology. Analysts predict that this investment will not
only amplify the company’s capacity and
beef up its product portfolio but is likely
to make the Italian manufacturer the only
player in Russia in a position to offer to bituminous membrane manufacturers both
needle-punched and spun-bonded polyester fabric. The new line will be completed
in two stages, each producing 11,000 tons

© Freudenberg Group

Politex is one of a number of foreign firms
that have made the Nizhny region the focus
of their Russia operations. In 2004 when the
Italian company first established its presence
here, it purchased an industrial site from a local tractor plant in the town of Zavolzhye. At
that time the factory was only partially renovated to put in offices, warehouse space and
equipment for Politex to produce its polyester staple nonwovens. Within a short period, the company was turning out 71 million
square meters of polyester nonwoven fabric
to meet the needs of Russia’s rapidly expanding construction industry.
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of nonwovens a year. In addition to sourcing local suppliers, raw materials will be
purchased from Belarus, Italy, and South
Korea. All of the company’s production will
be sold within Russia.
When the project is completed, the oncedilapidated Zavolzhye plant will be a worldclass facility not only for Politex, but for
other members of Fruedenberg’s business
group. One of them, Burgmann Industries,
joined Politex in 2006, and others are eyeing possibilities to launch Russian activities
when the facility is completed.
The Politex success story has also been
good for the region’s tax coffers, adding up
to $930,000 a year in revenue. As a further
incentive to speed up project implementation, the regional government has given the
firm $1.65m worth of tax breaks.
For your reference:
Freudenberg Politex Group specializes
in production of high tenacity staple
and spun-bonded polyester nonwovens, mainly used as reinforcements
for bituminous roofing membranes,
core business of the Group. Two other
important segments are represented
by special polyester nonwovens for
the construction industry and fabric
for furniture and clothing applications.
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Profile / RusVinyl

SIBUR and Solvay ready to launch largest PVC plant in E. Europe
SIBUR and the Belgian chemical and pharmaceutical group Solvay are creating the largest PVC manufacturing
factory in Eastern Europe in the Volga Vyatski District. The $944m factory is to be launched in the middle of 2010
with a projected annual capacity of 330,000 tons of PVC.
Kstovo and Dzerzhinsk are regional towns
that have traditionally been the centers of
petrochemical business in the Volga Vyatski district. Within a few years they will be
known internationally. The driving force
behind the decision to build Eastern Europe’s largest PVC factory in Kstovo is
SIBUR, Russia’s national petrochemical
holding. Earlier this year SIBUR and SolVin, a subsidiary partnership of Belgium’s

largest in Eastern Europe. Among equipment suppliers will be companies from Italy, Korea, France, Germany and Russia.
The new plant will create 475 new jobs and
add around $15m in revenue to the regional budget.

RusVinyl has great plans
Jean-Louis Plumecocq, RusVinyl’s general director, is making sure that Russian

port the rest. The most likely country for
exports is Turkey.
RusVinyl forecasts that by 2010 the demand for PVC in Russia will almost double,
from the current 650,000 tons to 1,050,000
tons. RusVinyl’s current authorized capital
is around $125m, but Plumecocq says that
it will be increased in future. SIBUR and
SolVin have an equal 50 / 50 share in the
JV’s authorized capital.

Digging for salt
to insure the future

For reference
SIBUR is the largest vertically integrated petrochemical holding in Russia, including 34
businesses producing over 100 kinds of petrochemical products. SIBUR’s control stake is
owned by Gazprom.
Solvay is an international chemical and pharmaceutical group with its headquarters in
Brussels. The company employs 29,000 specialists in 50 countries worldwide. Last year
the group’s revenue from three major business lines – chemical products, plastics and
pharmaceutics – amounted to $14.6bn.
BASF The Chemical Company is a global leader in chemical production. The company’s
portfolio of products includes chemicals, plastics, products for the agro-industrial sector,
fine chemistry products as well as crude oil and natural gas.
Solvay and Germany’s BASF, set up a new
JV, RusVinyl.
Next September RusVinyl will begin the
construction of new $944m production facilities to manufacture high demand rigid polyvinyl chloride products for Russia’s
booming construction sector. These include
everything from window frames and sandwich panels to roofing materials. The new
330,000 ton-per-year complex will be the
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builders become future clients by bringing in PVC from Solvay’s Western European plants to test the market. The volume
of supplies, according to Plumecocq, will
amount to 10,000‑15,000 tons by the end of
2009 with a further rise to around 40,000
tons in 2010. Once RusVinyl launches its
factory later in 2010, these imports will
stop. RusVinyl plans to sell around 90 % of
its products in Russia and the CIS and ex-

Rock salt and ethylene are two key constituents for PVC production, so RusVinyl is
also making sure it has a ready supply of
raw materials to meet its expected demand.
It is already in negotiations with the regional government to assess the Belbazhsky rock salt deposit in Nizhniy’s Koverninsky district. Geological data on this deposit
is planned to be ready within the next six
months. RusVinyl’s demand for rock salt is
estimated at around 400,000 tons per year
and for ethylene – at around 150,000 tons
per year.
Ethylene will be produced by SIBURNeftekhim, a SIBUR subsidiary, at its petrochemical factory in Kstovo. In order to
provide the future PVC factory with the
ethylene it needs, SIBUR-Neftekhim will
spend almost $300m on factory reconstruction to increase its production output from
240,000 tons per year to 430,000 tons.

Regional authorities
sweeten the pot
Regional authorities have given full support to RusVinyl and its investors. RusVinyl will receive $118.6m worth of tax incentives for seven years. SIBUR-Neftehim
will also receive $27m worth of tax incentives for five years. The region’s budget, in
turn, will get $19.8m in new tax payments
once the project is completed.
And how does the town of Dzerzhinsk
fit into RusVinyl’s plans? The company is
now considering an idea proposed by Nizhny regional administration that concerns
the use of the Kaprolactam chemical factory, located in Dzerzhinsk and owned by
SIBUR-Neftekhim, as a basis for Russia’s
first PVC processing technopark.

Profile / Liebherr

Liebherr's invests $316m to continue its success in Nizhny
Liebherr, a global building and aircraft components manufacturer, has continued to invest in the Nizhny Novgorod
region. Its newest project is construction of a factory to produce machinery for the construction and aircraft
industry on a 120 hectare land lot near Dzerzhinsk, a city 30 kilometers west of Nizhny Novgorod.
Liebherr's planned investment in its new
Dzerzhinsk project may reach $316m. Regional authorities are ready to earmark
$5.5m on land preparation and on-site infrastructure. More than 600 new jobs will
be created as a result.
To implement its project, Liebherr International AG founded a new legal entity, Liebherr-Nizhny Novgorod, in 2006. During the
first $205m phase of construction scheduled for completion in late 2009, factories
to produce digging machine components,
reducing gears, metal structures and aircraft components will be built.
The second construction phase is expected
to be completed by the end of 201. Some
local sources say, though, that the entire
complex may take much more time to complete.

Liebherr and Gidromash,
ready for take off
Last year Liebherr Aerospace and Gidromash set up a joint venture, Liebherr Aerospace - Nizhny Novgorod, to develop and
produce equipment for civil aviation. Now
production at the JV is about to get under
way. Its facilities share the same site as the
construction machine plants.
Business relations between Liebherr and
Gidromash have a long history. At present
Liebherr purchases all chassis and hydraulic components for its world-famous Embraer, Airbus' new А-380, Bombardier and
Agusta Westland airplanes from Nizhny
Novgorod's Gidromash.
In 2009, the new JV will produce, install, test, certifiy, service and repair aircraft components and equipment at its new
facility. Some products will be exported to
Liebherr Aerospace’s assembly facilities in
Germany and France.

Eyeing the prospective
Superjet business
Moreover, the JV is also looking to become
a component manufacturer for Russia’s new
commercial SuperJet 100 project. The fly-bywire Sukhoi 75 – 95 passenger airliner has already lined up an impressive list of investors
including Boeing. Liebherr and its partners
are planning to invest about $24m into gearing up for the Superjet business, which is ex-
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For information
Liebherr was founded in 1949 by Hans Liebherr as a family business. Today Liebherr International AG comprises over 100 companies worldwide producing building and aircraft manufacture equipment. It employs approximately 30,000 people.
Gidromash specializes in development, production and test runs of chassis, hydro cylinders and other hydraulic devices for such domestic airplanes as YAK’s, IL’s, TU’s, MiG and
SU fighter jets, and for Mi -8, Mi-24, Mi-26 and Ka-50 choppers. The company has also
designed and produced chassis for the Buran space shuttle. It is an independent public
company since 1992.
pected to be an interesting test for both and
open more opportunities.
Vladimir Luzyanin, chairman of the
board at Gidromash, says his company will
own a 25‑percent stake in the JV while the
rest will belong to Liebherr Aerospace that
will make the components and supply the
gear. At the initial stage the JV’s production capacity is expected to top 2,500 aircraft components a year.

Win-win for both parties
Market analysts say the new JV is a winwin for both parties. Liebherr gets the opportunity of reducing its production costs
by serving the Russian market directly and
paying lower labor costs than in Germany
and other European countries. And Gidromash gets new world-class technology
transfer from its partner, which should enable the company to boost global sales.
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Interview / RIDA

RIDA, riding high with armored luxury vehicles
Nizhny Novgorod has long been known as an automotive center and for its defense industry. The RIDA
Industrial Group may not be as well known as GAZ, but in key niche markets, it has carved out an
enviable reputation.

Yury Yavorsky,5
RIDA's Chairman of the Board
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In the banking industry, or example, its cash-intransit (CIT) armored cars are the standard. Now
RIDA is branching out to focus on ballistic glass
production. It has also begun to cooperate with the
world’s leading car design ateliers and has made a
big splash in the Middle-Eastern market with handsome sales of its cube-on / in vehicles. But RIDA’s
biggest push is creating custom-made luxury armored cars. Its most recent success is certification of
a wide range of restyled luxury armored car brands.
RIDA’s newly-certified armored modification of the
Mercedes S221 joins an already impressive product
line that now includes such popular luxury models
as the Land Cruiser 200, Lexus LX 570, Mercedes
GL-class and Gelendwagen. To find out more about
this unique market, Marchmont spoke with RIDA’s
Chairman of the Board Yury Yavorsky.
“ In August this year, our entire product line was
certified for bullet resistance in Germany’s Ulm Certification Center and the RF Ministry of Interior’s
Research Institute,” Mr. Yavorsky began.
“ RIDA has become the frontrunner in manufacturing top-class armored cars in Russia,” he continued, “and now we’re ready to begin serial production of up to 150 units per year.”
– Isn’t making armored cars kind of exotic? Is
there sufficient demand?
“Over the past few years we have been moving from
the protected car market’s cheapest CIT segment to
building custom vehicles for people whose level of responsibility makes them physically vulnerable. These
are people like prosecutors in North Caucasus regions,
top police, investigation and security officials, as well
as bankers and just very wealthy people. They have
to travel in armor as they are always a target – not as
individuals but as “carriers” of power, secrets or big
money. When they order our cars, they are interested
in security guarantees rather than price.”
– What chassis do you use for CITs?
“We prefer Volkswagen’s, which are best fit for
armoring. We have been cutting back on GAZ chassis because they are too fragile for our purposes. But
as I said, I am encouraging my team to prepare for
the high-end segment exclusively. VIP-vehicles provide a small but stable and highly profitable market. We expect to halt CIT manufacture completely before the year-end.”
– What about competition?
“We are in transition from the mass and inexpensive CIT market to the luxury segment where we do not
seem to have any sizable competitors in Russia whatsoever in either speed/quality of manufacture or product
line. There is tiny competition, but only in certain ar-

eas. For instance, we are Russia’s exclusive makers of
the armored Land Cruiser 200, but other firms make
an armored Land Cruiser 100 in micro-quantities of
two to three cars a year, which is hardly competition
to almost a hundred a year we make.”
RIDA’s armored car built on the chassis of a new
S-class Mercedes fresh out of a showroom costs
about $625,000 with tuning. A car with the same
protection and design officially imported from Germany will cost over $1m, Mr. Yavorsky explained.
“We have the advantage of using more economical materials, energy and labor force. But the key
plus is own production of ballistic glass, which
drives the cost down. What makes our transparent
armor unique is the combination of exclusive technologies to create glass that is not very thick but is
still capable of protecting against ammunition used
by even the most advanced firearms. Our ballistic
glass not only protects against bullets fired from a
Kalashnikov, but even armor-incendiary and sniper rifle bullets. We design special components, couplings and overlaps between transparent and ordinary armor to deflect bullet entry at any angle into
habitable areas of the vehicle in case it ricochets.”
– Do foreigners show interest in your activity?
“We have been present in the Middle-Eastern
market for four years already. We have a business
in Jordan. Unlike Russia, the competition is fierce
there, but we have still been able to sell more than
150 cars in that market, mostly Land Cruiser SUVs.
Our marketing target there is 50 cars a year. Clients are both wealthy Arabs and government officials. Also, we are currently making two Mercedes
cars for clients in Germany. It is the first time we
are challenging Germans on their home turf. Further expansion is only a matter of time.”
– You have a tuning division. How is it faring?
“In the automotive world there are several ateliers renowned for their world-class designs and
technical improvements. RIDA is now a general
agent for the Brabus atelier in the region. We have
also signed an agreement with Overfinch on fabrication of their proprietary elements on our cars.
This is a separate business in our industrial group
outside armoring, assigned to our small-series factory. A car can be delivered there for just tuning,
not armoring, and leave the place with very different looks. We once were asked to do tuning of a
$240,000 car that exited our factory with a price tag
of $600,000! People are all different. Some want an
exhaust made of gold, and others prefer wheel plates
with diamonds. It’s really an ultra-class market for
people with an unorthodox philosophy of life.”

advertisement

Modern
technologies
Nizhny Novgorod has been a hotbed of innovation for decades. Intel has one if its largest offices here and MERA and
other national firms have been doing work around the world.
Where are the new opportunities? We've gone to the Nizhny
Novgorod Innovation Business Incubator, a little more than a
year old, to find some of the best “open for investment” startups for you to decide:
OOO Video-City has developed “Doroga.TV”. Using video
cameras positioned along a city’s main highways and crossroads, it alerts drivers, dispatchers and others to traffic problems via mobile phones and the project’s webpage.
OOO BRB-NN is promoting a revolutionary technique of
rolled beryllium bronze treatment to enhance stress-strain and
springy, physical and electric properties of rolled stock.
OOO SinproTEK has designed an automated wellhead parameter monitoring system for oil and gas wells. The system
processes a preset number of parameters like temperature and
pressure taken from different sites in a well. Data, transmitted
via wireless networks, is sent to a clustered controller for further analysis.
OOO J-Engineering has created a “mobile questionnaire” system to allow cell phones to be used as a rapid response system
for voting, interviewing and other applications.
OOO Tele-M has an automated system enabling remote and
contactless monitoring of movement, actions and the physical status of supervised individuals (guards, the military, police, etc.) or deviant-behavior persons (prisoners, mental hospital inmates, etc.)
OOO IntegroTel has designed a wireless monitoring system
for public utility facilities. Data on water, gas, heat and electricity consumption is collected remotely. The system is based
on the fully-compatible Ant-3 computer platform.
OOO Dictum has a computerized system aimed at searching
for and recovering text quotations. This new-gen system allows
users to clearly specify query parameters and choose precise
terminology to facilitate search.
OOO NPF Temp has developed an automated system of electricity registration for commercial planning and reporting.
The system measures electrical energy useage in a way that
helps determine gauges and characteristics applicable for a
company’s financial planning.
For more information go to www.nibi.nnov.ru or e mail:
Mikhail Fedotov at inov@nibi.nnov.ru

Expert opinion / Nizhny Novgorod Regional Venture Fund

Developing the infrastructure for regional investments to help
fund the innovation economy takes more than time
Russia's leaders are making considerable efforts to create the necessary infrastructure to provide the
shift a more innovative economy. Business-incubators, technoparks and industrial parks are being
set up as well as venture funds. Nizhny's new Russian Venture Company is part of this infrastructure
development. Its manager, Evgeny Bokov, tells how the Fund operates and why it's so critical in
helping small, young firms use their own intellectual property to move from start-up to success.

Evgeny Bokov,5
Investment Manager of the
Nizhny Novgorod Regional
Venture Fund
In 1974 Mr. Bokov graduated
from the Physics Faculty of
Lobachevsky State University
of Nizhny Novgorod with a degree in electronic engineering.
He has held different positions
during his career: from a production engineer to general
director within business units
run by the RF Ministry of
Electronic Industry.
Mr. Bokov is the author of
more than one hundred innovation proposals which provided a large economic effect
after they were implemented
in production. He participated
in creating association of business angels Start-up Investment.
Before Mr. Bokov began to
work for the Regional Venture
Fund he had been Deputy General Director at a number of
consulting firms.

The Catch-22 of any small innovative company is finding the cash to commercialize their products. Constantly under-capitalized, such firms find it hard evolve
from being a start-up to a real company with real sales.
To help guide these small companies to through this
difficult period, the RF is developing a regional network of “innovative investment infrastructure”.

Nizhny's regional innovative structure
is about to be completed
Unlike other regions, the Nizhny Novgorod region
is very close to completing the formation of its regional innovative structure. Funds for direct private
investment already exist and a private venturing
fund is being set up. Two years ago, an interregional association “Start-up Investment”, was organized
as a “business angels” membership organization to
fund small innovative companies.
Last year the regional government set up a closed
mutual investment fund for the most risky projects –
the “Regional Venture Fund for Investment in Small
Companies in the Science&Technology Sector of the
Nizhny Novgorod region” (Regional Venture Fund of
the Nizhny Novgorod region). In March this year the
Fund began to accept applications for funding. Its total equity is $11.8m. Half of the mutual fund is provided by state-owned funds. $3m has been allocated
from the RF Ministry for Economic Development and
$3m from the Nizhny Novgorod region government.
The second half is private funds attracted by the Fund’s
management company VTB Upravlenie Activami (Asset Management). The Fund's remaining equity was
provided by “business-angel” investors, private venturing funds and direct investment funds.
The Fund is focused on investing in companies
who are developing and manufacturing hi-tech
products in any industry at different development
stages: seed, start-up and early growth. Investment
in shareholders’ or authorized capital in any one
company cannot exceed 15 % of the Fund’s equity. The share which the Fund acquires in a limited
liability company can be more than 50 % and of a
closed joint stock company – more than 25 %.
The Fund's exit path after achieving the required
result is either selling its share to the next, larger investor or to the company’s top-management.

Survival of the fittest
The Fund has received nine applications for investment since it began. Five of them were declined,
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three were sent for futher development and one
(considered to be the most promising according to
Nizhny Novgorod and Moscow experts) is at the
stage of due diligence which is to be followed by
the decision about investment.
The company which submitted this application is
planning to manufacture import-substituting material
which is widely used in the electronic, chemistry and
cosmetic industries. Experts believe that this innovative
company has large prospects for growth and commercial production. As more detailed information becomes
available, it will be displayed at the Fund’s website.
Nine applications in six months? Unfortunately
the situation is the same in other regions. Not only
are venture funds unknown, but as soon as they
emerge, it turns out that there are very few small
innovative companies that truly qualify for funding.
As Bokov puts it, the Fund’s goal is to invest in companies, not ideas. Too many innovative projects,
which could be the foundation for setting up actual small companies, are only at the R &D stage and
require far more funding (and risk) to develop.

State-funded projects: a genie in a bottle
Another concern is that a lot of innovation is created
by state research organizations who are funded by
the government. If a brilliant state-funded researcher patents a process or an idea, it belongs to the state.
This makes private investor participation impossible.
Rarely, venture funds are ready to invest in a statefunded company having the exclusive license for innovation, provided it has formed a private company, released its patent rights and are beyond not the
R&D stage. As a result a lot of valuable “scientific potential” never makes it to commercialization.
Most analysts agree that the rights for existing patents which do not have any strategic significance for a scientific organization and state, should
be transferred to their authors. These individuals
would then be free to become part of the entreprenuership pool and grow their ideas. The enterprise community is also exploring other ways to
fund innovation. Non-commercial “seed funds” look
very promising. These state-owned organizations
could fill the funding gap for small innovative companies because they could allocate more resources
than venture funds. When the other components of
its infrastructure are in place, Bokov feels that the
Nizhny Novgorod region could complete its formation by setting up a such “seed fund”.

Expert opinion / Intel

Regional IT companies look to SME's to tap the local market
As the national Russian IT market matures and is now able to compete on a global level, the regional
focus has shifted to service and support. Moscow-based outfits are still the major force for large scale
IT projects, but the growing number of niche market and SME players are enjoying solid success.
Russian software makers and IT service suppliers
are now competing on equal terms with the world’s
best. According to a market survey conducted by
Russia’s Russoft, 53 percent of all software makers
worldwide consider Russia a priority market.
Nizhny’s IT market is largely following the same
trends as other regional markets – with a few exceptions. It comprises almost all players possible, including vendors, distributors, integrators, dealers,
small software assemblers, and retail operators, to
name but a few. On this and other issues Marchmont has spoken with Andrey Komlev, a represen
ative of Intel in the Central Russia region.

Customs and logistics problems
“There are no major factories in the Nizhny
Novgorod region producing processors, mother
boards or other hardware items,” Mr. Komlev said.
The key impediment is Russian customs and Russia's chronic logistics problems.
Although the region lacks local hardware production, a large number of small firms engaged in
computer assembly are filling the gap. This makes
the Nizhny region unique, Komlev believes.
“Nizhny has a large number of medium-sized
and really small local companies that don’t have
any difficulty in finding their own market niche. All
of them are successfully competing with much larger firms. Although we can single out several market
leaders, no one has a dominant position.”

Intense competition

Andrey Komlev,
Intel's representative5
in Central Russia

Knowing the local market pays off
“Notwithstanding these negative trends, regional
markets are up and running and healthy. The fact
is that local SMEs pretty much accept the fact that
when it comes to a big project, it does not matter whether a Moscow-based company or a local
one fills the order. Their focus isn't on big projects,
it's on servicing the local market. The closer a vendor and a servicing company are to their local clients, the better. Moreover, local SMEs don't have
obey any “instructions from above” that puts cost
as the only condition for a bid, regardless of product quality and further maintenance cost,” Komlev
said. The ability to respond to local market needs
and demands keeps local SME's on their toes. They
know what their customers need and want – not just
what software or hardware costs. “It's the key reason SMEs are becoming a major source of profits for
regional IT companies,” Komlev concluded.

© Intel Corporation

Competition in the local retail market is becoming
more intense. Leading Moscow and St. Petersburg
retail chains are vying with each other and with nationwide networks that sell computers and laptops
along with other household appliances. Adding to
the picture are local large retailers.

“Who is going to win is a tough question,” Komlev admitted. ” I would hesitate to make any forecasts – the situation is really nuanced.” At the same
time, Konalev is concerned that the shifting market
situation as “not favorable for Nizhny-based companies” as he would like it to be.
The corporate sales market is one area where
local firms are finding it tough sledding, Komlev
thinks. Most large-scale projects, involving hundreds of computers and several dozen servers are
normally won by Moscow outfits. Komlev believes
this is the price the region has to pay for its proximity to the capital. The choice of a subcontractor for a
large project is also influenced by the fact that business owners placing the order are not native Nizhny residents so they lack familiarity with the local
market. Rather than being driven by a sanguine economic analysis, personal preferences rule the day.
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Interview / Eduard Fyaxel

“Facing a problem? Look for a solution!”
Eduard Fyaxel, a successful entrepreneur in a variety of sectors and a professor at the Higher School
of Economics, is also a prominent business angel who is well known for his outspoken views. In this
interview, Fyaxel talks about the future of innovation and what business and Russia need to do to
capitalize on its strengths.

Eduard Fyaxel,
President of the Start-up
Investment Association of
business angels
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How do you view the innovation technology market
as of today? Has it advanced over the years, what
are the problems, and what should investors, both
domestic and international, be focused on?
“The market has a wide range of problems. The biggest one today is the lack of really promising projects.
The system that was designed to prop up “seed” stage
projects just isn't working anymore. Five years ago a
$30,000 grant was considered to be pretty good, but
today it would hardly sustain two permanent support staff, let alone actual work. It's absurd! Moving
further, let's talk about expert commissions, 70 percent of whom are scientists. They may rave about all
of their “interesting” projects but there's practically
no consideration or evaluation of their prospects for
commercialization. This just isn't interesting to them.
Therefore they just continue to support routine research. Universities and research institutes have no
incentive whatsoever to seek marketing opportunities for their projects.”
What's the reason?
“First of all, their leaderships fear this would cause
staff to go into business and no longer generate ideas
for them and, second, who owns intellectual property is very obscure. Most projects belong to the state,
so neither the university nor a research institute can
claim ownership, not to mention designers themselves. If an author attempts to take his design out
to the open market, he can even be sued. There have
even been instances of prosecuting such people for
espionage when authors were caught as they were
about to take their designs abroad. What we need are
legislative amendments: the author must either be
granted an exclusive production license or be able to
share ownership with his research institute.”
Let's get back to the funding issue
“There's just too few funding mechanisms for small
innovative businesses in addition to “three Fs” (family, friend and foe) and “outlandish” business angels. Venture funds prefer to avoid risk, despite what
they say. There really needs to be more governmentbacked support for start-ups.”
You talked about the lack of promising projects,
what's the reason for this?
“We are now reaping the fruits of an HR slump inherited from the 1990s when young people were enthralled with commerce rather than science. After
they graduated, they went to the United States, Europe, Israel, what not. So we have lost a whole generation of researchers and scientists while commercial
firms have hired many certified physicists, mathematicians, biologists or chemists as directors. There are

other problems too. For instance, some government
officials in charge of innovation are barely aware of
what they are doing and what it is all about. I believe
each official working with innovations should have
consultants from among scientific and business circles that are well-versed in the field, and such people must have a way of really impacting decisionmaking.
What's needed to break the logjam?
“I have suggested that an association be set up to
comprise three groups of players: businesses willing to apply innovation technologies in industry; designers that include universities, researchers, and
small innovation businesses; and venture investors.
Business angels, venture funds and grant programs
should also join. It is this association that must determine what sectors need funding most. Monitoring of
industries is mandatory to see where innovations are
required, and technology developers and consumers
ought to be linked. Instead we have now, for example, a unique welding system in aircraft manufacture whereas in shipbuilding they still weld the oldfashioned way. So there is no interaction between
the two sectors. If we had a unified system, we could
apply techniques already available for real technology transfer.
So this association should be pro-active in probing
into where innovation is needed as well?
“Certainly! Otherwise we will be facing what we
have today: too many projects that no one needs. My
idea is a regional venture cluster – a system that encompasses all players in the innovation market – that
clearly specifies who trains personnel, who develops projects, who funds, and how and where projects must move (e.g., from a business incubator to a
technopark, then to an industrial park, and so on).
At each stage there must be entities that provide
funds, offer staff, develop projects, etc. But we do
not have it yet.”
Can you descibe one of your projects?
Let’s take my business center as an example. I analyzed the market seven years ago and realized that
there were no A or B class office premises in the
city – only C class, old revamped facilities. So I decided to build an A class one. But to achieve that, I
needed to make it a “smart house.” There was no
“thinkdesign” construction system in Nizhny, so I
turned to Moscow suppliers. Their price estimates
stunned me – I would have been paying them back
indefinitely. So I summoned my IT specialists and
tasked them to develop such a system. It took them
18 months. The we tested it and and put into prac-

Profile / MERA Group
tice. The cost was five times lower than that
the Moscow bid. Today, we've built a dozen
premises like this and we're now in a dominant position in the nationwide know-how
market. Not merely adjusting foreign patterns as Moscow and St. Petersburg do – we
have blazed our own trail. We never even
had a “seed” stage – we only had a problem to solve.
Nizhny's Ankudinovka technopark has been
widely heralded as the dream technopark of
the future. What's your feeling?
“I sat down one day, analyzed project documentation for Satis (technopark near Sarov

Nuclear Center, Nizhny Novgorod Region)
and Ankudinovka, and summed up a number
of programmers who were expected to work
at both sites. It proved double the number
of all programmers in Nizhny Novgorod Region. Ankudinovka is a far-reaching project
stretching way into the future, but I'm concered that our government officials have no
expert councils to aid them. There is no independent evaluation, which is crucial.”
How do you teach innovation to students
at the Higher School of Economics?
“I refer to our program as a training business
incubator. We train students using authen-

tic innovation venture management curricula, and from their fourth year at school
and onward they study half time and work
half time – it's a unique approach that works.
Professors account for less than half of their
teachers. Most are professional top managers, business people, and consultants. Lectures are few: we use modern educational
techniques, from brainstorming to case studies. Students zero in on real project challenges led and aided by top managers. Teams
of students representing different years of
study form to push project ideas to implementation."

The power of ideas paves the way to a promising future
The history of MERA Group shows how investing in R&D is necessary for successful development. Right
after its foundation in 1989 MERA bet on innovative projects. The company’s background reveals
many examples how a promising technology trend became a successful business.
“The first stage of MERA's activity at the end of the
80s was connected with R&D in the field of aerial
measurement. At the beginning of the 90s MERA
used newlyly emerged opportunities to enter international markets and began to develop software for
major foreign companies. Our investment in the installation of international quality programs, attraction and development of skilled personnel, modern
infrastructure and R&D helped us secure successful
and long-term cooperation with international corporations as Alcatel-Lucent, Ericsson, Nortel, Siemens Mobile and others,” Ponomarev explains.
Later the experience accumulated in the field
of software development allowed the company to
create software products under its own brand. In
2005 an independent company named MERA Systems was set up to focus on these products.
Today MERA's branded VoIP solutions are used by
hundreds of operators in 74 countries. In 2007 MERA
Systems founded MFI Soft to implement large-scale
projects to develop and implement complex NGN-solutions for major Russian and CIS operators.

Setting up your own institute
“We still pay a lot of attention to training skilled
personnel,” Ponomarev continues, “in 2004 MERA
Group set up the Nizhny Novgorod Institute of Information Technologies (NIIT) using the facilities of
the company’s training center. More than 350 graduates of the Institute have become MERA’s employees after special internship sessions.”
MERA encourages all of its staff to be creative resources. “The potential to contribute to the permanent generation of innovative ideas in the company
is never ending,” Ponomarev believes. Good ideas
need development, so earlier this year MERA Group’s
shareholders made a decision to set up its own incubator of innovative projects. The new venture is
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called Mera Labs and its sole purpose is to focus on
nurturing “seed” ideas and early stage development.
Today research engineers of Mera Labs are developing such projects as creating new architecture for the
future world web: a “semantic internet”, boundlessly scalable storage of information, search engines for
finding sources of real time video and audio content,
a national network of digital television using the infrastructure of a cell operator etc.
“Mera Labs issues periodic reports on its research
and many of these have been accepted at prestigious
international conferences and we have received several patents for our invesntions,” Ponomarev adds.

The role of investment capital
With so many irons in the fire and its commitment to
R&D, MERA depends on Russian as well as foreign
investors to implement its projects. Mera Labs, for example, uses what it calls the “portfolio” approach to
investment and develops projects with different implementation horizons: from one year to five or even ten
years. The way it attracts funds are also staged differently: a strategic partnership for research, an investor
for project start-up and promotion, then joining the
project with intellectual property, selling the license
for patents received and using venture funds of international IT corporations and others.

Dmitry Ponomarev,5
President of МЕRА Group
graduated from Nizhny
Novgorod State Technical Institute and worked as
a lecturer there. In 1989
Mr. Ponomarev and his colleagues founded MERA.
Dmitry Ponomarev was also
a founder of telecommunication firms KIS (Commercial
Informational Network) and
ADS (Business Communication
Agency).
Mr. Ponomarev is a candidate of technical sciences in
the field of radio engineering, author of more than 70
scientific publications and 12
patents.

An open window of opportunity
“Private investors and the founders of Mera Labs are always open for joint development of new technological
ideas and participation in business projects,” Ponomorev says, “wherever the company experts’ competence
can play a key role.” The negotiations which Mera Labs
is holding with potential partners now, is “proof of the
keen interest international research-scientific and investment organizations have in implementing innovative IT projects in Russia”, Ponomarev says.
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Construction
and real estate
Before the current financial crisis broke out in
all of its fury, Nizhny Novgorod Region was in
the midst of its largest construction boom ever.
With more than $190bn worth of projects on the
drawing boards and some already in progress, the
big question for investors is whether or not there
is sufficient capital to complete such an ambitious
program.
Leading the array is Globe Town in Bor,
a futuristic dream city of 500,000 created by
Italian iconoclast Dante O. Benini and his team.
Still only a paper concept, it’s creating a stir all
over the architectural world. And so is the price
tag – a majestic $150bn. What’s behind the grand
plan? With all of the multi-national investment
pouring into once sleepy Bor, a small town just
across the Volga from Nizhny, there is a huge
demand for labor. The problem is that with so few
bridges over the Volga, getting people to make the
torturous commute is difficult. So Bor and regional
government officials have adopted a “Field of
Dreams” approach – if we build it, they will come.
Other major projects include a plan to move the
city’s dilapidated port facilities downstream freeing
up land to create a world-class “City Streka”
business complex and whole new residential and
commercial neighborhoods – Bolshie Ovragi,
Ostrov, Residentsia, construction of a new
technopark and a new World Trade Center.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Construction and real estate

Nizhny region showcases its world-class development projects
Nizhny's real estate sector is entering a new phase: complex, systematic development of large city zones and whole
neighborhoods – and in Bor, the design and development of an entirely new city. But will investors buy into all of it?
Nizhny Novgorod is being re-invented. Within a twenty minute walk of the 13th century
Kremlin that towers over the city, hundreds
of millions are being spent on malls, office
buildings, hotels and entire neighborhoods.
Across the Volga in Bor, once a sleepy agrarian town, a Manhattan size $150 billion new
city is being planned. The big question is: is
there really enough money available to realize this enormous project pipeline? Let's look
at some of the city's largest projects: Bolshie
Ovragi, a re-development inside the historic
part of the city; Globe town; a new, futuristc
city of 500,000 in Bor; the Nizhny Novgorod
technopark, the Ostrov sports complex and
Residentsia, a new luxury neighborhood.
55 Bolshie Ovragi – this ambitious $10bn
project will create an entirely new neighborhood in the historical center of Nizhny
Novgorod. It will include residential housing with its own infrastructure.
55 Globe town – a $150bn new city of
500,000 designed by the international UKItalian firm of Dante O. Benini & Partners
Architects. The space-age concept will be
centered around a giant spherical building
flanked with three willowy skyscrapers. Benini, quoted by the Wall Street Journal, likened its dramatic visual impact to New York
City and Sydney, with the Volga taking on
the role of the Hudson River. Bor is a very
rapidly developing area, known for its famous glass works. Asahi has pumped millions into the Bor Glass Works, and other
foreign investors have been flocking to the
town. But the only way to reach Bor is by
bumper-to-bumper traffic across bridges.
Officials hope that by creating a glamorous
new city filled with ammenities, future employees and their families will move here.

55 Technopark – a major initiative to create a world-class center for the region’s IT,
telecommunication, bio and nanotechnology sectors. Apart from office and laboratory premises a 38‑hectare area residential
site is being planned for scientists and other high-tech staff which will offer retail and
social infrastructure facilities as well.
55 Ostrov sports complex – a $440m.
project on the Grebnoy Canal. In five to
seven years, planners hope to turn this undeveloped area of the waterfront into a
multi-media center for scientific discoveries, a major leisure and entertainment center, water park and oceanarium. The overall
design will change the embankment to include a beach zone and a yacht club.
55 Residentsia – a $1.5bn luxury residential area on the bank of the Oka. This
project is designed to be the ne plus ultra of
Nizhny’s premium housing sector.

Source: www.mininvest.ru

Bolshie Ovragi
Criss-crossed by ravines, Bolshie Ovragi has
never been developed due to the threat of
land slides. This ambitious project calls for
the entire reconstruction of the Bolshie
Ovragi district. Along with modern houses, there will be schools, nurseries and kindergartens, business centers and shopping
malls to create a self-sufficient new neighborhood. A lot of infrastructure will be required. Currently a new metro bridge is being constructed which will finally connect
the upper and lower parts of the city. Future plans include the construction of new
roads which will reduce congestion in central transport roads – in Gorky and Lyadova
squares. To facilitate traffic inside the new

Bolshie Ovragi, general information
Total investment

approximately $10bn

Total area

101 hectares

Total area of the projected housing

460,000 m2

Total area of shopping and office premises

70,000 m2

Total area of parking space

270,000 m2

Total number of residents

13, 320 people

Project development

Research and Scientific Institute of Moscow
General Plan
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neighborhood, all new roads will be built.
With its finely-designed embankment and
a wonderful view over the opposite bank,
planners expect that Bolshie Ovgagi will
make this corner of old Nizhny a favorite
place to live and enjoy. The project developer is KVARTSTROY-NN. The company has a
number of active city projects. Among them
is a 49 hectare site at the borders of Pushkin
and Timiryazev Streets – Kvartal Europeysky (European Neiborhood) which will be
a complex of about 30 houses with the total
KVARTSTROY-NN is one of the largest
developers of Nizhny Novgorod, a subsidiary of Moscow construction corporation KVARTSTROY founded in 2002
and having branches in four regions of
Russia and CIS. KVARTSTROY-NN is
managed by General Director Alexander Skorokhod. The company has been
in the construction sector of Nizhny
Novgorod since September 2003 and
focuses on the construction of residential neighborhoods and complexes and
administrative buildings close to the
business and cultural centre of Nizhny
Novgorod.
area of one million square meters, schools,
nurseries and a stadium and construction
of a new B+ business center in Sovietskaya
Street in the Kanavinsky district.

Globe Town
The Globe Town project is the crown-jewel and Governor Valery Shantsev and his
investment team have been showcasing it

© Dante O. Benini & Partners Architects

at investment forums for months to drum
up support. An entirely new “environmentally sensitive and self-sustaining” city
for 500,000 people near the town of Bor,
Globe Town will built on 30m sq. meters
of undeveloped land. Nizhny officials have
put a $30bn price-tag on the project, but
according to Luca Gonzo, the project director at the architectural firm that won the
tender to create the city, who Marchmont
interviewed, it's a staggering $150bn. The
timeframe for completion is estimated at
15 – 25 years. Nizhny’s regional Urban Development Council formally approved the
project in April and has pledged $30bn
in infrastructure, according to media reports.

The Bor district administration is the
client for this project and the architectural
firm is Dante O. Benini & Partners Architects, an award-winning UK-Italian firm.
According to Gonzo, the Master Plan was
developed in just two months by a team of
50 “working round the clock.” The second
design phase will take nine months. The
builder is Nizhegorodkapstroy, a company
that was jointly founded by the regional
government and SU-155, a Moscow development company. Gonzo hopes the project
will start in 2009.
Right in the center of the new town there
will be a cultural and entertainment center
called Globe because of its shape: a gigantic
transparent lighted sphere, 120 meters in

diameter. Flanking this sphere will be three
600 meter skyscrapers. Main buildings in
the city will be around 250 meters tall.
The Globe center will have 200,000 sq.
meters of floor space to accommodate an
opera-house, a library and other cultural
facilities. There will be no buildings near
the center to allow pedestrians and others
to see this impressive building from different angles as well as from the Nizhny side
of the Volga. Globe Town will have its own
transportation system. It will not only connect different parts of the new city but will
also link it with Bor and Nizhny Novgorod
via a tunnel under the Volga that will handle metro and motor transport. In addition there will be an urban park four times

Globe town, general information
Total area

over 3,000 hectares

Overall amount of investment

$30bn–$150bn

Total floor space of residential and commercial real estate

20 million square meters

Total floor space of residential buildings

9.5 million square meters

Total floor space of office premises (in the business center)

3.8 million square meters

Total floor space of shopping and entertainment centers

2.85 million square meters

Total floor space of buildings in the recreation zone and administrative buildings

2.85 million square meters

Maximum height of buildings

600 meters

Population

500,000

Length of embankments

9 kilometers

Timeframe

15–25 years
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Construction and real estate

© World Trade Center

The first stage of Nizhny’s $100m World Trade Center nears completion
Nizhny Novgorod is the sixth city in Russia and first in the Privolzhsky Federal District to have
a World Trade Center (WTC). The association of World Trade Centers includes more than 300
similar projects in more than 100 countries of the world. The Nizhny Novgorod counterpart is
a complex of three buildings. The total land area is 13,000 sq. m. with three separate buildings totaling 85,000 sq. m. When completed, the WTC is likely to include not only offices but
a conference-hall, hotels, restaurants, cafes, boutiques, long-term rent apartments, exhibition space, a spa and fitness center, underground parking for more than 400 parking cars
and other facilities.
For overall project assessment Marchmont addressed one of the leading consulting companies in real estate, CB Richard Ellis, in Moscow. Property Advisor, Hike Papoyan, said today’s
rental rate in the World Trade Center was too high for Nizhny Novgorod’s real estate market.
“However, due to the lack of high-quality office space some companies may lease areas from
150 to 300 sq. m.,” Hike Papoyan said. “The city does not see the moving boom yet; most
banks, for example, do not have that many clients yet to relocate to a new office.”
Nevertheless, the first stage of World Trade Center is currently under construction and
will be completed later this year. The total area of this A-class business center will be 17,500
square meters. The agent for lending premises is Cushman & Wakefield Stiles & Riabokobylko.
The business center will have two-level underground parking for 100 cars. One of the first
tenants is Goodman steak house. Negotiations with three and four star hotel operators are
reportedly also being held. Design operations are now being implemented and communications
lines are being laid for the second and third stages of the $100m project. Negotiations with
hotel operators are being held on the management of two hotels (three and four stars).

bigger than New York City's Central Park,
”… with romantic cross-country ski tracks
siding town channels…” To solve flooding problems, water will be conveyed into
channels and the 4m sq. meter building site
will be elevated 24 feet above the Volga.
Underground there will be an ice and
water storage systems to provide more fresh
air in summer while a heat pump system
will assure heating during the winter. To
make the city more eco-friendly, the architects will use 'smog eating' photocatalytic
asphalt and cement to gobble up air pollution. The developers have even considered
what to do with Globe Town's future garbage. It will be recycled and transformed
into fuel through a gasifyer. The residential
part of Globe Town calls for the construction of around 20m sq. meters of housing
and infrastructural facilities to accommodate as many as 500,000 of its future residents. Along with residential buildings, the

city will have numerous office buildings, a
port, a water park, a large health center, a
stadium and one of the largest botanical
gardens in Europe. Additionally planners
intend to build a huge Disneyland-like entertainment complex.
Opinions regarding the new Globe Town
project are mixed. Hike Papoyan, a property advisor in the corporate services department of CB Richard Ellis feels that the
cost of the project for today’s market is extremely high and that it be even higher in
the future. “The project developers should
pay special attention to the project’s costs
as well as its transport and social infrastructure,” Mr. Papoyan said. Gerald Gaige, a
partner at Ernst & Young's real estate advisory services division in Moscow, said that
he liked the fact that Governor Shantsev
accepts at least a 25‑year development period for the project. “Most governors have
a less realistic view of timing, ” he added.

Former Nizhny Novgorod Mayor Dmitry
Bedniakov believes that the project developers need to work more with ecologists
before starting construction in an area of
such sensitive bottomland. He's also concerned about scale. “Now, we enjoy a magnifcent panorama from the right bank of
the Volga,” he said, “Nizhny's upper quay
has been a unique place for enjoying the
views – even air shows can be seem basically at eye level. Construction of the new
city will change this.”

Nizhny Novgorod’s
Ankudinovka technopark
In Nizhny Novgorod, regional authorities
are planning to set up a $645m IT technopark, the largest technopark in Russia.
IT Ankudinovka is one of the eight technoparks to be built throughout the country. Already confirmed anchor tenants will
be such leading domestic and internation-

IT Ankudinovka: General Information
Overall investment amount

$645m

Total area

62 hectares

Total floor space of the cultural and business
center

90,000 square meters

Total floor space of technological premises

105,000 square meters

Total floor space of residential buildings

225,000 square meters

Population

13,000

Project developer

Territorial Development Center
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The Territorial Development Center for
the Nizhny Novgorod region, a state
agency, was founded in 2007 to support the region’s IT sector, which has
been identified as for priority development. The company’s primary focus is
to increase the investment attractiveness of this sector by setting up a network of technoparks and business incubators with accompanying engineering,
transport and social infrastructure.

Island: General Information
Overall amount of investment

over $440m

Total area

61 hectares

Total floor space of retail and office space

development area is 18 hectares and the total
floor space is 240,000 square meters

Project developer

ZAO Capital-NN

al companies as Mera, Telma Soft, Tecom,
Sandy, Intel, Microsoft and IBM.
Ankudinova will be built on 62 hectares in the Kuznechikha city district, not
far from Nizhny’s city center. The construction is planned to start later this year or in
2009 and is expected to be finished within the next five years. By 2011 the planned
IT park will be able to offer 13,000 new
jobs. The park’s concept was developed
by the Territorial Development Center, a
state company. Unlike many other IT technoparks, Ankudinovka has unique functionality. The park will be divided into several zones: 90,000 square meters will be
occupied by a cultural and business center,
105,000 square meters will accommodate
various technological facilities and another 225,000 square meters will be occupied
by residential buildings. The future IT park
will house sport centers, parking lots and a
dormitory for young specialists with a total

floor area of 80,000 square meters as well
as a schoo and two nurseries, several shops
and leisure centers.
All offices, production facilities and laboratories are planned to be located in an integrated business center consisting of 17
separate buildings. The technopark’s core
is planned to be a large congress-hall which
can be used by resident companies to hold
symposiums and conferences. The architectural design of Ankudinovka’s main building will resemble several radio elements on
a typical integrated circuit.
The IT park will feature unified communal and security systems which will
enable resident companies to share the
maintenance cost for these systems. All
construction in the technopark, including the installation of power distribution
lines and other infrastructural facilities,
will be provided by the Territorial Development Center.

ZAO Capital-NN is part of Russian Capital, a financial and manufacturing group founded in
1995. The group also includes LLC Surovatikhinsky Timber Processing Complex, shoe making company Maag and other companies. Russian Capital has several realized projects in
its portfolio, including a residential building with a mansard in Shevchenko Street, a multistory building on Respublikanskaya Street and a residential building with offices in Gorky
Street, to name but a few.

The overall investment in the project
is expected to reach $645m. Regional authorities are ready to earmark $65m for the
project while RF Government will allocate
$68m. Another $512m will come from the
private equity sector. In addition to the stellar list of local and international companies
planning to become tenants, AFC-Systema
as well as two Chinese companies producing ceramic tile for solar cell batteries have
announced their intent to become residents
of the new technopark.

The Ostrov (Island) Project
The Island project will create a half billion
dollar multifunctional sports and entertainment complex on an island in the middle of
the Grebnoy Channel (Volga River) in Nizhny Novgorod. Overall investment in the
project is estimated to be around $440m.
The project is expected to take from five to
seven years and is being developed by ZAO
Capital-NN.
Like Globe Town, the Island project is a
futuristic vision that will transform a strip
of unused land into a 61 hectare sports and
recreational complex. When completed, the
Island will have an entertainment and retail complex, various attractions, a cinema
house, a bowling center, a tennis court, an
oceanarium and a multimedia center for scientific research. Planners also intend to build
an embankment, a beach and a yacht club.
All these facilities will be built on Pecherskiye Peski island which runs along the
Grebnoy channel on the Volga River. The
project developers have taken into consideration the shape of the island and have
also decided to raise the water level in the
Grebnoy channel to be able to stage international rowing races.
Planners also intent to build a bridge over
the Grebnoy channel with seats for spectators. All roads within the island will be underground as well as the parking lots.

Residentsia, the region’s
first luxury-class riverfront
development
Residentsia is a new $1.5bn luxury-class
residential quarter on the bank of the Oka
River between the Myzinsky and Molitovsky bridges. The complex will include
also recreational zones along the embankment. Developers are planning to launch
construction later this year and implement
the project in several stages.
The Residentsia project is as vast as it is
ambitious – almost 1m sq. meters of residential and administrative space on 200
he ctares. The total residential space is es-
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Construction and real estate
Residentsia: General Information
The project is being carried out by OAO Nizhny Novgorod Regional Development, a building
company founded in 2006 with the support
from the NN regional government. The company’s chief shareholder is Barkli Corporation, a Moscow-based development company
founded in 1993. Barkli is now engaged in a
large-scale project related to redeveloping of
Ostozhenka Street in Moscow. The company
has a significant portfolio of implemented and
current projects.

timated to be 582,000 sq. meters. Administrative and business centers will occupy 184,000 sq. meters. Another 50,000
sq. meters of floor space will be devoted to retail malls while 24,000 sq. meters of total floor space will be allocated for hotels.
Along with residential buildings, administrative and business centers and hotels the
complex will feature health and sports cen-

Overall investment amount

$1.5bn

Total area

200 hectares

Total floor space of residential buildings

582,500 square meters

Total floor space of administrative and business
centers

184,000 square meters

Total floor space of retail malls

50,000 square meters

Total floor space of hotels

24,000 square meters

Population

13,320

Project developer

OAO Nizhny Novgorod Regional Development

ters (24,000 sq. meters), educational institutions (47,000 sq.meters), concert halls
(30,000 sq.meters) and entertainment centers (38,000 sq.meters).
In addition the complex will have quays
capable of accommodating 320 motor boats
and yachts, a one-kilometer ski run with a
cableway, a botanic garden and a winter
park. A 12‑km monorail taxi service will be
available for the complex’s residents.

Residentsia, Island, Globe Town and
the other projects featured in this edition
of Marchmont's Investment Guide to Russia are all approved by regional Ministry of
Investment Policy. The “approved” status
gives no preferences but means investors
are welcome. The opportunity for investors
is extraordinary – but the challenge will be
to determine which projects have the best
chance of being fully realized.

City-Strelka: a $4bn neighborhood with a 60‑story skyscraper
The relocation of Nizhny Novgorod’s Volga cargo port out of the city borders will open up more than one million square
meters on the Nizhny Novgorod riverfront for new development. This area is known as the Strelka – the confluence of the
Volga and the Oka rivers. Planned as an entirely new neighborhood, the $4bn City-Strelka project will be both a cultural
and business center as well as reinvigorate the famous Nizhny Novgorod Yarmaka (Fair) complex.
City-Strelka is being designed as a whole
new neighborhood with a cascade of multistory buildings, crowned by a 60 story skyscraper as its centerpiece – Nizhny's tallest
building. The Alexander Nevsky’s Cathedral,
a magnificent ochre-colored edifice and the
largest cathedral in the Nizhny Novgorod region, will also be a key focal point of the new
architectural complex.
Construction is scheduled to begin later this
year and completed by 2014. Surrounding
the tower will be hotel, office, sports and
shopping-entertainment centers. The total
area for the site is 1.4 million sq. meters.

World-class sport complex
City-Strelka will also have an 83,500 sq,
meter sports complex with a 400 bed hotel, ice stadium, four gyms, two swimming
pools, sporting goods stores, cafes and a
parking lot for 16,000 cars. Cultural / business facilities will include a multi-media library complex with 2,500 seats for readers,
a hotel complex, and two administrative
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business complexes (223,500 sq. meters
and 159,000 sq. meters).

First stage to cost $600‑816m
The first stage of the project calls for developer to remove some of the warehouses and other buildings that are part of the
current cargo river port. This contract had
been awarded to St. Petersburg developer Makromir, who bought the structures
from the Nizhny Novgorod Port authority
in April. Once this site is cleared site, the
company plans to build a $600m to $816
multifunctional complex consisting of residential, office and shopping premises.
Nizhny's minister of investmenr Dmitry Sviatkovsky told Marchmont the land to
be developed by Makromir will remain in
state hands as part of the overall City-Strelka project

Public / private developer
The developer of City-Strelka project is Razvitie Nizhegorodskoy Oblasty, a public / pri-

vate organization set up by the regional
government. It will be responsible for site
preparation and technical infrastructure
and work with potential investors.

Clouds on the horizon?
Some experts feel that this structure gives
City-Strelka a leg up on other projects. The
president of the Start-up Investment Association of Business Angels Eduard Fiaxel
said that, “the City-Strelka probably has
more chances for success than some other project” However, he questions whether
there will be enough demand to fill all of
the multi-story buildings planned as well
as the 60‑story skyscraper.
Ernst & Young's Gerald Gaige also cautions that “because demand in any city is finite, if too many of these projects come on
line at the same time there could be a bubble of temporarily unneeded space.”
The only real certainty is that a once
closed, quiet city on the Volga will be transformed into a 21st century metropolis.

FMCG and retail
distribution
The explosive growth in the region's FMCG sector
is evident everywhere you look. In the food, DIY
and cosmetics sectors, mega-retailers like IKEA
and Metro have been joined by SPAR, Auchan,
Castoroma, Obi, Rive Gauche and others racing
to set up shop. Whether it's bottled water or beer,
M&A has also helped global giants like Heineken
grab enormous market share in Russia's booming
beverage industry.
For developers, the challenge is finding land to
build the kind of world-classs, sprawling shopping
complexes that these retailers demand. No longer
just big-box stores, malls like Fantastika and
Mega are becoming family destinations. Shopping,
movies, food courts, entertainment and even free
bus transportation from various hubs around the
city have proven to be a winning combination.
Although logistics continues to be a problem (IKEA,
for example continues to deliver product to its own
stores directly rather than use a depot because
there simply isn't a Class A facility to handle its
volume yet), new multi-modal centers are on the
drawing boards and should help facilitate even
more growth in the future.
The big question is whether mega malls and mega
retailers can continue to win over more and more
of the population that for so many decades has
been used to shopping locally at rinnocks and
kiosks where personal loyalty is more important
that brand loyalty.
For investors, many of the biggest players are
publicly-listed on the MICEX or can be bought
as ADRs. Earlier this year, Magnit, a low-price
national food retailer specializing in smaller
neighborhood stores, became the 100th Russian
firm to be listed on the London Stock Exchange
(LSE).
The meteoric volatility in the Russian stock market
must be respected however. Although many Russian
shares present an historic buying opportunity, all
of the signs clearly say caveat emptor.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Profile / Metro Cash & Carry, IKEA

Mega-retailers see Nizhny Novgorod region as key to their
continued expansion throughout Russia's regions
Sweden's IKEA and Germany's Metro Cash and Carry are global retailing giants. Both have long been eyeing Russia
as a key market for their future growth and Nizhny was always high on their list.
Nizhny Novgorod is one of the fastest economically developing regions in Russia. Situated on the Volga River between Russia’s
west and east, Nizhny Novgorod has long
played a key role in the country’s trade history. Today, the city is making enormous
new investments in its infrastructure to
realize its full geographic potential – first
and foremost through upgrades in its logistics sector, the lifeline of all big retail business. Foreign and domestic companies are
quickly turning their attention to the region, while retail giants like IKEA and Metro Cash & Carry have already placed their
stake in the ground.

IKEA's Russia strategy
IKEA entered the Russian market in 2000.
Today, the company operates 11 stores in the
country and plans to launch two more – in
Samara and Ufa. IKEA's newest store opened
in Krasnodar on April 30. IKEA's policy envisages a store in every city in Russia with a
one-million-plus population. IKEA opened a
store in Nizhny Novgorod in 2007. The store
employees a staff of 300 and offers customsized interiors to fit the apartments and
homes of Nizhny residents.
“We’re pleased with the results of our
first year in Nizhny Novgorod,” said Irina
Basova, director of IKEA’s Nizhniy store.

Metro Cash & Carry Profile
Metro was founded in Germany in 1964 by Professor Otto Beisheim. In 1968, the “cash
& carry” concept crossed German borders. Metro Cash & Carry reached an agreement
with the Netherlands Steenkolen Hendelsverenigigng N. V. to launch Makro Zelfbedienigsgroothandel C. V. with a 40‑percent share.
Metro Cash & Carry and Makro began to develop dynamically in Germany, the Netherlands and later worldwide. In 2006, the company continued expanding its branch network
in Asia and Eastern Europe.
Today, Metro Cash & Carry has an annual revenue of $49 bn. The company is represented in 600 stores in 29 countries – with 100,000 employees worldwide. It is the world’s
largest cash & carry-concept company. The Metro Group owns Metro Cash & Carry, as
well as Real, Media Markt, Saturn and Galeria Kaufhof. The Metro Group reached sales
of almost $93 bn. in 2006.

“We were given a very warm welcome with
over 2.5 million visitors last year.”
Basova said the Nizhniy store is off to a
great start. As of 2008, its growth rate had
already surpassed initial projections. “Sales
are going extremely well. We also see a substantial rise in the well-being of Nizhniy residents, and their craving for quality and comfort,” Basova added. “IKEA means attractive,
comfortable homes that reflect individuality
for as many residents as possible.”
The Nizhny store has a unique place in
IKEA’s Russian business – advantageous geography aside. Nizhny Novgorod is home to
one-third of Russia’s art handicrafts market, which IKEA has used to develop social
projects with Nizhny artisans.
Catering to the region’s artistic audience, in January this year, IKEA held an
exhibition titled, “Furniture as Inspiration.”
The exhibition was designed as an unusual art experiment. IKEA gave its furniture
to 18 professional Nizhny artists, who then
redesigned the pieces to form an original
art collection. Local residents were invited
to see the eclectic art at the exhibition and
bid on the items at an auction. The funds
raised went to supporting arts and crafts
training in the region.
IKEA’s Nizhny store doesn’t use external logistics centers, preferring its centralized logistics system. The company utilizes 31 distribution centers in 16 countries,
with 45 trading service offices. IKEA’s logistics network allows its 1,350 suppliers
in 50 countries to keep in close contact.
Store orders are filled within one day, according to IKEA's press office. The company feels there are currently no logistics centers functioning in the region big enough to
handle IKEA’s immense product turnover.
However, Germany's Garbe is investing in
a multi-modal logistics center near the Nizhny Novgorod airport with a projected
launch date of 2010. Basova said IKEA is
positive about the projected center as it
would create new business opportunities
and decrease transport expenses and prices
on many items for Nizhny residents.

Metro – 40 stores and growing
Metro Cash & Carry opened its first store
in Nizhny Novgorod in 2005 and its sec-
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ond store in August 2007. The company
currently has 40 stores in 26 regions in
Russia. Each store employs 300‑400 individuals and cooperates with 2,000 suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and trade
companies.
“At the moment, two Metro Cash & Carry stores are open in Nizhniy Novgorod,”
said Oksana Tokareva, director of the Government and Foreign Relations Department at Metro Cash & Carry. “They both
had very good numbers for 2007. It’s also
worth mentioning that the opening of the
second store hardly affected the activity of
the first.”
Metro Cash & Carry considers its Nizhny
stores distinct from other regional branches.
“Nizhny Novgorod was a stepping stone
of sorts for our business development in
Russia,” Tokareva said. “The opening of
our second store was very symbolic.”
At the store’s grand opening in August
2007, Metro Cash & Carry Regional Director Andrea Martinelli announced a new
company strategy for working with suppliers. Martinelli canceled the obligatory ID
entry card for all agricultural producers in
Russia’s regions to encourage further cooperation.
“While assessing our perspectives for Nizhny Novgorod, we’re very appreciative of
the warm relations we share with the local
government,” Tokareva said. “We aim to increase our presence here – investing in the
further development of both the company
and region.”
In 2008, Metro Cash & Carry continued
its regional expansion plan. Priorities included taking on new regions, such as Siberia, and opening second stores in cities with
populations exceeding one million.
Both IKEA and Metro Cash & Carry were
attracted to Nizhny Novgorod by the positive regional economic development. And
Metro Cash & Carry’s interest in Nizhniy
Novgorod has grown steadily since 2005
due to the impressive figures from its local
stores, Tokareva said.
Metro Cash & Carry took a real risk
when opening its second store in Nizhniy
Novgorod – unsure how business at the first
store would react. But the company decided to move forward with its plans, and the
store’s 2007 results exceeded estimations
by 22 percent. The first store’s results remained steady.
Metro Cash & Carry’s 2007 sales in Russia exceeded 2.5 billion euro – up 25.4 percent from 2006. This year, the company
plans to continue expanding into Russia’s
regions.

IKEA Profile
Ingvar Kamprad founded IKEA in Sweden in 1943. His love for household goods was apparent
from an early age. Raised on the Elmtaryd farm outside Agunnaryd village, Kamprad began
selling matchboxes to his neighbors at the age of 5 that were bought in bulk in Stockholm.
Two years later, he used his bicycle to reach customers in outlying areas. He slowly began
selling other products, such as greeting cards, Christmas ornaments and pencils and ballpoint pens.
The name IKEA is derived from Kamprad’s initials (I. K.), his family farm – Elmtaryd (E) and
his hometown – Agunnaryd (A). IKEA soon branched into selling household goods and furniture
at reduced prices.
IKEA cooperates with IKEA Group, which is owned by the Netherlands-registered Stichting INGKA Foundation. IKEA Group owns myriad companies ranging from Swedwood to the
sales units owning individual stores. IKEA Group develops, buys, distributes and sells IKEA
products. IKEA Group 2007 sales totaled $31.2 bn.
IKEA Group counts 239 stores in 24 countries; 21 stores opened in 2007.
“We’ll be focusing on both one-million-plus
and smaller Russian cities,” Tokareva said.
Like IKEA, Metro Cash & Carry maintains
its own logistics network. Merchandise is
supplied to stores in two ways. Suppliers
either make direct shipments to individual
stores, or work with the company’s distri-

bution centers. In the latter scenario, the
supplier receives orders from Metro Cash
& Carry and delivers the merchandise to
distribution centers for shipping to individual stores.
“And, of course, that includes us here in
Nizhny,” Tokareva said.
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How Heineken’s aggressive growth strategy brews success
With a market share of 63.5 % in the region and a portfolio of more than 32 brands in Russia, Heineken Brewery is
a stellar example of how aggressive investment can yield big returns.

© Heineken

Russia's retail business has shifted focus in
recent years from the saturated Moscow
and Saint Petersburg markets to select regions. Nizhniy Novgorod, Novosibirsk and
Krasnodar are the most actively developing retail markets outside the twin capitals
with Yekaterinburg trailing shortly behind.
Retail chains are expanding in Russia's regions at unprecedented rates as trade centers open rapidly and foreign and domestic
players continue to increase their national presence.
The Dutch Heineken International
branched into Russia in 2002 after purchasing Saint Petersburg's Bravo International.
As Central Europe's largest brewer Heineken is the forerunner in Greece, Austria, Romania, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Macedonia,
holds the number two spot in Poland, Belarus and Croatia and a solid position in
Russia, Germany, Hungary, Serbia and the
Czech Republic.
In March 2003, Heineken officially became known to the Russian market
as Heineken Brewery. The company soon
snatched up facilities such as: Shikhan in
the Bashkortostan Republic; Volga in Nizhniy Novgorod; Siberian Heineken Brewery
in Novosibirsk; Patra in Yekaterinburg; Ste-
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pan Razin in Saint Petersburg; and the Heineken Baikal Brewery in Irkutsk.
Heineken's Russian portfolio comprises 32 brands, including: Heineken; Amstel; Zlaty Bazant; Buckler; Edelweiss; Gösser; BUD; Guinness Foreign Extra Stout;
Botchkarev; Okhota; Tri Medvedya; Rusich; Patra; Strelets; Poberejya Baikala; Stepan Razin, Oksoe; Shikhan. The structure
of Heineken's Russian venture includes 10
factories in various regions in Russia.
Heineken Brewery's 2007 beer volume
exceeded 15 million hectoliters in Russia up
16 percent from the previous year.

63 % share of the Nizhny market
Heineken Brewery obtained the controlling
share in the Volga regional brewer in August
2004. Today, the company holds a leading
position in Nizhniy Novgorod's retail sector.
Figures from ACNielsen put Heineken Brewery's market share in Nizhniy Novgorod at
63.5 percent as of January 2008. The company's local Nizhniy Novgorod management attracts more foreign capital each year
and constantly works to increase its investment rating among Russia's regions. Nizhniy Novgorod's location on the crossroads of
logistics routes in the center of Russia makes

the region among the most perspective for
Heineken Brewery.
“We will continue our current trends of
growth for the Volga regional brewer as a
means for promoting an increase in operational and production efficiency for Heineken's Russian venture as a whole,” Dmitry Rejmarov, a representative for Heineken
Brewery, told Marchmont. And with such demands on the regional company Volga has
set a new agenda to modernize its facilities.
In March 2005, Heineken Brewery
launched renovation works at its Volga
plants. The company invested over $90m
from 2005 – 2007 to modernize infrastructure. During this period, a fermentation facility was constructed, warehouse and service facilities underwent sizable expansion
and a new office building was erected. Rejmarov said Volga's output capacity doubled
as a result. In May 2007, Heineken Brewery
began phase two of the upgrades by acquiring the Okskoe Cooling Treatment Plant.
The plant accommodates the company's
ambitious plans for additional industrial
equipment and warehouse capacity. Construction is estimated at $175m and may be
completed as early as winter 2009.

Key phase-one upgrades include:
55 Volga's reconstructed brewhouse comprises two complete brewing units and a
malt-development division. Each unit handles 12 brews per day with a 5.5‑ton grain
capacity and hot-mash output of 360 hectoliters per brew. The units were installed
by the German Huppmann AG in November 2005‑April 2006.
55 Volga's new filling line was installed
by the German KRONES AG in November
2005‑February, 2006. Many local and national brands are now handled at the line in
the 1.5‑liter, 2‑liter and 2.5‑liter formats.
55 A new cooling and compressor unit
was installed for Volga by Huppmann AG
during two stages – in autumn 2004 and
spring 2006. Volga's cooling and compressor house is now fully automated comprising four Grasso screw compressors with
an overall 4.2‑MW cooling capacity. After
the upgrade, the quantity of ammonia used
has decreased from 12 to three tons. The
unit is equipped with the latest gas analysis system.

55 Volga's new fermentation system was
installed by the German Ziemann AG in August 2006‑March 2007. The technological
fermentation chain includes the following
equipment: 32 cylindrical-conic tanks with
a 5,000‑hectoliter volume; 8 beer tanks
with a 2,500‑hectoliter volume; 2 beer filters; deaeration unit; beer separator; and
CIP station.
55 A contemporary manufacturing laboratory was built in Volga's service-unit
building. The laboratory meets all Russian
and international norms with areas for
chemical and microbiological examinations
and input analysis for raw and other materials. The laboratory also has a modern
tasting room outfitted with personal computers automatically calculating the tastetesting results.
55 A new air compressor station was installed at Volga by the Belgian Atlas Copco
in February-April 2007. The structure includes two double-step non-oily screw compressors and two air driers producing compressed air with a pressure of 5 – 7 bars.
55 A new warehouse was constructed
for Volga by the Turkish Troy-Rus in April
2006‑February 2007. The warehouse area is
2500 square meters. The building's height and
overall dimensions have a 20,000‑hectoliters
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capacity. Electric energy supply reconstruction works were conducted by the German
Siemens in October 2006‑August 2007.
55 The water preparation unit was installed at Volga by the German Euwa in
summer 2007.
55 Volga's new office building was built
by Troy-Rus in September 2006‑September 2007.

Beer consumption up 40 %
Russia's 2007 fiscal year was positive for
beer producers. Manufacturing rose over
40 percent from January-May. A number
of factors are credited for the dramatic
growth. Comparative analyses from January 2006 indicate a 12.5‑percent drop in
production levels which exaggerate the
2007 figures. Manufacturers also produce
superfluous stock for logistical and distribution centers before the summer season which also boosted the figure. Leading companies are also expanding the list of
countries to which they export beer.
In the last two years, Russia's alcohol
consumers have signaled a shift in drinking preferences. The nation that has traditionally enjoyed spirits, such as vodka and
cognac, is now showing a preference for
beer, wine and cocktails.

The Ramir marketing research group
has been following this emerging trend
for the last several years. Annual beer production has steadily increased from 2002
(11 percent from 2001 to 2008). Russia's
state statistical agency Goskomstat notes
that consumption levels hovered around
17 percent the same year when beer production began to increase. Manufacturing
growth for vodka at the time approached
9 percent while beer volume increased 14
percent. An independent survey determined that beer consumers are generally
18 – 34 years old and cite taste as a major
reason for consuming beer. The majority
of respondents (57 percent) said that beer
cannot replace stronger alcoholic beverages, such as vodka. Largely due to its traditional value, people above 55 years old
show a strong preference for vodka as opposed to other alcoholic products.
Russia's emerging beer culture is developing at rates nearly equal to those of
Western European nations. In the UK, the
average amount of beer consumed per
person per year in towns and villages is
100 liters. The analogous figure for Russia in 2007 was 30 – 40 liters and 67 liters
in larger cities – the highest in Russia's recent history and almost three times more
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than in 1999. In many respects, though,
the numbers reflect the added bonus of
a warm and early spring, which heighten
consumer demand toward year's end. Russia's beer manufacturers currently have a
steady rate of growth of 9 – 10 percent – a
number characteristic of well developing
markets.
According to the Analytical Bureau,
2007 marked an international lull in brewery growth rates as production companies
continued their transition into Eastern Europe and Asia. The brewery industry also
suffered decreased profitability due to a
price increase on barley and hops. The
Russian market was a notable exception
to the poor fiscal year. Efes Breweries International recently published a report
detailing 2007 sales trends stating that
Russia had the largest market potential
for their company. Efes Breweries International production in Russia reached 8
million hectoliters in the first three quarters of 2007.
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Russia's beer figures and history
Although traditionally a land vodka, beer
culture appeared in Russia during the Soviet era. Most available brands lacked the
high-end qualities of today's beer products.
Finer imported beers were hard to come by
due to heavy trade restrictions. However,
local beer hounds remained loyal to the
product even in its lesser form.
In the mid 1980s, President Michael
Gorbachev issued the “dry laws” as the
nation struggled against alcoholism.
Vineyards were cut down, beer manufacturers limited to minimal production levels and vodka plants closed down. Wine
and vodka vanished from shops and beer
became virtually inaccessible to the mainstream population especially in rural regions. Despite the efforts, alcoholism remained a prominent issue in Russian life.
The law ignited a massive underground
movement to produce moonshine. The
economic shock therapy that began in
1990 created more opportunities for the

population to acquire cheap alcohol underground.
Between 1992 – 1996, alcohol manufacturing decreased due to rigid economic policies. In 1994, beer consumption also
dropped as the excise tax increased from
25 percent to 40 percent.
High quality beer first hit the market in
1993 when Baltica began using imported
equipment. Baltica's new products noticeably surpassed the quality of other competitors and the company quickly increased its
market share.
In 1997, brewing companies began to
show the first signs of a turn around due
to economic restoration and a lowering of
the excise tax. The following year proved
more difficult for the Russian economy, but
the beer industry continued to grow and its
production capabilities increased 28 percent
with vodka production remaining at previous levels. In 1999, a further increase in the
total volume of beer produced was recorded
marking a nearly 33‑percent growth.

Transport
and logistics
The Volga Vyatski region should be a logisitcs
powerhouse – it's a natural gateway to the key
trading and population centers of European
Russian. Sittng on the banks of the Volga, with a
major railhead from Moscow feeding routes north,
south, east and west, Nizhny Novogord's port, rail
terminals and airport should be humming with
activity.
The reality is far different. Neglected for decades,
Nizhny's airport is a regional embarassment;
shipping lanes on the Oka and Volga have been
allowed to become so shallow that shippers lose
millions waiting in line to make a transit in days
that used to take hours.
The regional roadways are worn out and potholed,
there are too few bridges, narrow roads and too
many cars.
This bleak picture is finally being addressed by
massive infusions of public and private capital to
take advantage of the region's strategic geography.
Multi-national logistics firms are investing in
world-class centers; Russian Rail has tapped the
Nizhny-Moscow corridor to be one of only two in
the country to get high speed passenger rail service
and is re-investing in its freight business; but the
long-awaited upgrade of Nizhny's badly-neglected
airport is still up in the air after the City of
Moscow bailed out of its $90m investment on Nov.
1. But the master plan for Nizhny's main cargo
port that calls for it to be moved downstream and
fitted out with new equipment is still on track.
All of this new activity will take billions to create
and years to complete. As a result, the region will
rightfully be able to assume its position as a major
player in Russian logistics.
The looming question now is whether or not the
RF, regional government and private investors can
follow through in the face of the global financial
crisis.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Transport & logistics

Priority one: spending billions to improve poor infrastructure
By almost every standard Nizhny Novgorod should be one of Russia's major logistics centers. But like other
major cities with huge potential, Nizhny suffers from long neglected infrastructure upgrades. With the RF finally
deciding to spend billions on roads, waterways and other logisitics, the regions are beginning to respond. Nizhny's
government has developed plans to harness its potential and investors are finally starting to respond with projects.
The Nizhniy Novgorod region has its eyes
set on becoming an all-national transport
and logistics hub. Geographically, the region has a lot going for it – it is situated
on the crossroads of European Russia and
the Urals on the pan-European (BerlinWarsaw-Minsk-Moscow-Yekaterinburg)
and interregional transport corridors. It's
also connected with the most strategic major waterways in European Russia (Baltic,
Black and Caspian seas with the Volga and
other key rivers.

Poor infrastructure
The region's major impediment is the same
throughout the country – a grossly neglected infrastructure that is just now finally being addressed. Transport and logistics already pay vital role in the regional economy
(8.5 percent) – second only to automobile
production (13.8 percent). The sector employs more than 70,000 individuals. Statistics show transport and logistics will continue to grow as a leading employer among
sectors until at least 2020. Foreign companies are now beginning to investing heavily
in regional logistics. The regional and capital city governments are gradually improving transport infrastructure by allocating
more finances to upgrades each year. And
earlier this year the RF announced a massive multi-billion program to address the
situatiuon. Despite promises from government officials, project implementation has
traditionally proven slow on the uptake. Although Nizhny Novgorod is a logical choice
for being a a key transport and logistics hub,
many problems need to be solved before it
becomes a smoothly functioning logistics
center. The roads leading to, through and
away from the caity are notoriously poor,
there is a huge lack multimodal logistics
centers, the airport is an abysmal legacy of
the Soviet era, Russian rail is plagued by bureacracy (although it recently announced
it was privatizing its container operation)
and the river transportation system needs
massive bulkupgrades.

Local government responds
Nizhniy Novgorod Road and Transport Department Director Andrey Kurushin has ad-
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dressed most of these issues, including a
growing deficit of land resources, a lack of
modern container terminals and retricted
ability of large-capacity ships to transit a
22‑kilometer stretch of the Volga River. He
also confirmed that sector growth is hampered by congestion along the Volga Bridge.
“All these factors mean more time spent on
shipments, more expensive end-products,
reduced road safety and increased pollution,” Kurushin told Marchmont.
Kurushin also echoed that the demand
for A-class transport and logistics space is
high – estimated at twice the supply of the
current 300,000 – 400,000 square meters.
Additionally, the region only has 530,000
square meters of warehouse space – with
nearly 70 percent located in the capital. Areas adjacent to the Volga compose 84 percent of city warehouse space, with 16 percent located in interior areas. Fifty-eight
percent of warehouse space are equipped
with automobile ramps, and 63 percent
have a railway connection. Meanwhile,
only 47 percent have both an automobile
ramp and railway connection. Thirty-one
percent are heated.

King of the roads
Nizhniy Novgorod has the region's longest road network – 18,360 kilometers,
95 percent of which are hard surface. All
district centers are linked via hard surface
roads with the regional capital. The Moscow-Nizhniy Novgorod-Kazan and Nizhniy Novgorod-Saransk federal highways
also traverse the region. General-use federal and territorial roads is ranked fourth
in the district at 13,575 kilometers, while
territorial roads are ranked third in the district and seventh in Russia.
Although regional roads are considered
substandard by Western companies, repairs
are ongoing and should be completed by
2020, according to state plans. Regardless,
automobile transport remains the most utilized mode of shipping cargo due to poor
waterway and rail infrastructure.
“Automobile transport presently accounts for 49 percent of all regional cargo
shipments and 92 percent of all passenger
travel,” Armadillo Business Package Sales

Director Svetlana Myasnikova told Marchmont. Armadillo Business Package specializes in cargo transport and cooperates
with corporate clients in the telecommunications and consumer goods sectors, as
well as financial structures. The company
also transports computers and office, medical and industrial equipment.

$200m improvements
Nizhniy Novgorod's main problem area for
logistics growth is poor roads and congestion. Detours are currently being built to
relieve traffic. In 2007, $127m was invested in road construction. Financing has increased 1.5 times this year.
An important ongoing project is the
construction of a new, privately-funded
bridge across the Volga along the Nizhniy
Novgorod-Shakhunya-Kirov highway. MostTransInvest is a key investor in the project.
The company has already submitted a business plan to the Road and Transport Department for review.
The Nizhniy Novgorod South and North
detours are also being constructed to relieve regional congestion.
The South Detour will provide a transit option to drivers traveling in the direction Moscow-Kazan-Ufa. The newest section, a stretch of road between the Nizhniy
Novgorod-Kasimov and Nizhniy NovgorodSaransk-Saratov highways, was finished
just last year. A third section connecting
the Nizhniy Novgorod-Saransk-Saratov
and Moscow-Nizhniy Novgorod-Kazan-Ufa
highways is scheduled to be completed by
the end of this year.
The North Detour has been under construction since 1999. The detour will allow
transit traffic to travel in the direction Moscow-Nizhniy Novgorod-Shakhunya-Kirov
bypassing Nizhniy Novgorod. The detour
will also provide an exit route from the region's capital to the left bank of the Volga,
resulting in reduced traffic over the Vogla Bridge.

The Russia Center, the largest
logistics complex in the country
A number of large-scale projects are underway.

of the Kstovo Industrial Park. The park will
include a gas turbine power station to allow
energy self-sufficiency. It will also include a
supermarket, gas stations, residential and
guest complexes, several two-story industrial and 5 one-story buildings, administrative and business and trade and entertainment centers, office space, representative
offices, banks and a business incubator
with research laboratories. The projected
implementation date is 2008 – 2010.
55 Thesaurus NN. Thesaurus NN, a division of the Moscow-based logistics network Liter, is investing more than $200m

in the construction of an 86,000‑square
meter logistics center in Doskino near the
Doskino railway station. The Liter Oka
center will have 13,000 square meters of
deep freeze and 26,000 of mid-range temperature space. The project will be started later this year and be completed within 24 months. Onik Aznauryan, the firm’s
CEO, has told journalists that the Oka logistics center is expected to store consumer goods, construction supplies and whole
foods. It is planned that foreign chain companies will account for 80 percent of its
clients.

Cargo Volume and Goods Turnover of Large and Medium-Size Transport Companies in Nizhny Novgorod
2006 Percent
Relation to
JanuaryDecember 2005

2007 Percent
January-December
Relation to January2007
December 2006
Cargo Sent by Transport
Companies, Thousand Tons

62,488.2

113.5

98.8

Railway

19,179.5

107.3

104.2

Automobile*

28,975.3

109.9

91.9

Internal Waterway**

14,332.9

1.3x

х

Air

0.5

93.6

1.3x

Goods Turnover of Transport
Companies, Million Tons/Km

34,901.8

106.3

100.5

Railway

20,576.6

104.8

97.5

Automobile*

1,464.2

1.3x

88.2

Internal Waterway**

12,861.0

106.7

х

Air

–

х

х

Including:

Including:

* – Cargo activity via automobile transport in the economic sectors (commercial and non-commercial) without
considering the informal economic sector
** – All companies with licenses performing cargo and passenger transport.
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55 GBD Invest Limited. On Dec. 27,
2007, the Investment Council approved
GBD Invest Limited's appeal to construct
the “Russia Center” multimodal terminal.
GBD Invest Limited is a subsidiary of a U. S.
company of the same name. The decision
to build the terminal was reached in spring
2007 in New York at a meeting between the
directors of international companies CBRE,
Thornton Tomasetti, Turner International,
St. Onge and the Nizhniy Novgorod Governor's Office. Russian Railroads is a strategic
partner. GBD Invest Limited and the regional government launched the MTK management firm to implement the project.
GBD Invest Limited will invest $2 – 3.5
bn in the Russia Center. The two-million
square meter terminal will be located near
the airport and link rail, air, automobile
and water transport routes.
The Russia Center will be the country's
largest production, trade and logistics terminal with a goods turnover of 10 million
tons per year. The project will be finished
in 8 – 10 years. Planning phases began in
2008 and construction will commence in
2009. According to analysts, the facility will
contribute annual tax payments of roughly
5 billion rubles and create 12,000 jobs. It
is also expecred to increase ship transport
along the Volga and Oka Rivers, facilitate
the airport's reconstruction and the construction of a modern river port.
55 Garbe Group. The Garbe Group is a
German firm that announced it would spend
up to $1.5bn building a world-class network
of logistics centers in “major Russian cities”
called “World Cargo Centers”. The first center will cost $50‑60m and is planned to be
built near Nizhniy Novgorod's International Airport. It includes roughly 9 hectares of
warehouse space, or 45 – 50,000 square meters. Designed jointly by the government
and Russian Railways, the plan calls for the
center to be a multi-modal hub for aviation,
motor and water transport to attract transit
cargo flow via the Trans-Siberian railway,
the M7 Federal motorway (Moscow – Nizhny Novgorod – Kazan – Ufa), and the Volga
from East and South of Russia. Although
the project has been well received, some
are concerned that its location, far from rail
and river terminals is not efficient. The center's projected launch date is 2010.
55 Cushman & Wakefield Stiles &
Riabokobylko (C&W / S&R). Cushman & Wakefield Stiles & Riabokobylko
(C&W / S&R) have also recently announced
the construction of the 140‑hectare Aclass warehouse complex Volga Industrial Park. The project is being built as part
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Transport & logistics
55 Dom Center. Dom Center is implementing a logistics project between the
Severniy and Lesnaya Polyana villages
on the M7 highway. The project consists
of three administrative buildings with an
area of 15,000 square meters, 6 automobile
dealerships (15,000 square meters), two
showrooms (10,000 square meters), a hotel and A-class warehouse center (350,000
square meters). The overall area of the logistics center will be 400,000 square meters
requiring a $255m investment. The center
will be launched in 2009.
55 Delta Capital. The Delta Capital management company will soon begin the construction of warehouse complexes with automobile and railway docks, office space
and service and engineering communications facilities with an area of 10 hectares.
The proposed investment is over $25m.
55 Raven Fund Russia and Avalon
Group.Raven Fund Russia and the Moscow-based Avalon Group will build an Aclass logistics terminal with an area of
220,000 square meters. Over $125m will
be invested in the projected. Construction
will begin in 2008, with the first territory
with an area of 50,000 square meters commissioned in 2009.
55 Customs complexes. Nine customs
complexes service companies involved in foreign economic activity in Nizhniy Novgorod.
Five serve external clients: Terminal (Nizhniy Novgorod); ROSTEK-Nizhniy Novgorod
(Nizhniy Novgorod); Nizhniy Novgorod International Airport (Nizhniy Novgorod);
Volga Customs Processing Agency (Dzerzhinsk, Promzona); and Torgovo-Zakupochnaya GAZ (Nizhniy Novgorod). The remaining four terminals are closed for external
clients and used only by their owners: Volga
(Balakhna); Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo (Nizh-
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niy Novgorod); Nizhniy Novgorod Maslozhirovoy Kombinat (Nizhniy Novgorod); and
Okskaya Sudoverf (Navashino).

River traffic stalled
by shallow draft
The overall length of Nizhniy Novgorod's
waterways is 913 kilometers. Major rivers
such as the Volga, Oka, Vetluga, Sura and Ujzha traverse the region. Among crucial ports
on the Oka and Volga, the Nizhniy Novgorod
and GOTX are noteworthy. The region's largest shipper is Volga Parokhodstvo transporting an annual 7 million tons.
Although waterway transport remains
widely used for regional logistics, there are
serious problems with local hydro-junctions
and the natural deformation of the Volga that
have resulted in severe shallowing – a meter
or more. Lock chambers and rift territories
have also lost depth as a result. Although the
Nizhniy Novgorod Hydro-Junction once held
a 3.5‑meter depth required for large-capacity ships to pass for 18 hours, it now maintains the depth for only 2 – 3 hours. Today
ships wait 2 – 3 days to pass through a junction which once took several hours. As a result ships are only able to transport 80 – 90
percent of their load capacity – which costs
the industry $425m in lost revenue.

State rail needs modernization
Chronic complaints about late shipments
and bureacratic inefficiency plague the
state run rail system. Roughly 1,300 kilometers of railroads traverse Nizhniy Novgorod.
Major railway stations are the Kostarikha,
GAZ, Pochinki, Doskino, Gorkiy-Sortirovochniy, Myza and Petryaevka. Significant
container depots are the Kostarikha, Dzerzhinsk, Metallist, Mokhovye Gory, Balakhna, Semenov, Vetluzhskaya, Kozhevennoe,

Shakhunya and Goskiy-Avtozavod. Cargo
shipments are made to Nizhniy Novgorod
via the Russian Railroads affiliate Gorkovskaya Railroads. The railway traverses the
Nizhniy Novgorod, Vladimirskaya, Kirskaya and Ryazanskaya regions, as well as the
Mordoviya, Chuvashiya, Udmurtiya, Tartarstan, Mariy-El republics. A branch of the
railroad traverses the Permskaya and Sverdlovskaya regions and the Bashkotostan
republic. In Q1 2008, Gorkovskaya Railroads increased cargo shipments 9.8 percent (12.297 billion tons) compared to the
analogous period in 2007. Goods turnover
in Q1 2008 was 46.17 billion tons per kilometer – up 10.1 percent from 2007.

$500m airport upgrade
The weakest link in the region's transportation system is Nizhny Novgorod's International Airport, a dilapidated relic from the
Soviet era that has been neglected for decades. Almost an hour outside the city center, served by only a single bus route, it has
less than 20 flights a day and very limited
service internationally – although Austrian
has joined Lufthansa this summer to offer
several times a week flights to Europe. Nizhny Novgorod Region’s Government plans
to announce an international tender for an
investor in the NN airport revamp. Governor Shantsev told media earlier this fall
that all the documents had been prepared
for reconstruction, and there were already
six bids from potential investors as of late
October. Mr. Shantsev hopes there will be
at least three domestic and three foreign
companies bidding for a contract. The Moscow Government has posted a reversal of its
widely publicized decision to buy 90% of the
NN airport’s follow-on stock. Investment in
reconstruction is estimated at $100m.

Business services
Nizhny Novgorod and the region are at a
crossroads. Gilded with more than $30bn worth
of investment projects, the region could become
Russia’s premiere twenty first century showcase.
But are the plans too ambitious?
To realize its dreams, the region needs to make
sure it can generate the capital as well as the
capacity to make sure they become reality. Beyond
the glittering array of multi-nationals and billion
dollar projects however, are local SME’s. Again
the region is right in the thick of the action. Local
government playing a vital role by developing longrange policies to not only strengthen SME’s, but
grow them to account for 50 % of local GDP instead
of today’s 20 %.
For investors in every sector, the decisions are
daunting. Even the most detailed due diligence
is no longer enough. What’s needed is hands-on
involvement, superior on-the-ground competence
and partners who understand that sharing the
rewards could mean waiting a decade, not just a
few years.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Interview / Dmitry Bedniakov

Land ownership rights: the next big legal challenge for Russia
Dmitry I. Bedniakov, Advisor to Chairman, Council of Federation of the Russian Parliament and
former mayor of Nizhny Novgorod, feels that problems of land use and the competition for ownership
rights are the biggest legal challenges facing the region as well as Russia.

Dmitry Bedniakov,5
Advisor to Chairman, Council
of Federation of the Russian
Parliament
In 1977 Mr. Bedniakov graduated from Volgograd Higher
School of Investigations under
the Ministry of Interior of the
USSR. In 1985 he finished
the Graduate School of the
Ministry of Interior’s research
institute. 1985 – 1991 – professor at the Ministry of Interior’s law institute in Nizhny
Novgorod.
Between 1990 and 1993 he
was a member of the Higher
Economical Council and a
consultant at the Supreme
Council and the Russian Government. Between 1993 and
1994 Mr. Bedniakov was
mayor of Nizhny Novgorod. In
1994 – 2001 he worked as a
lawyer at law firm #13. Following that in 2002 – 2006
he presented the Nizhny
Novgorod Legislative Assembly
at the Council of Federation
of the Russian Parliament.
Since 2006 Mr. Bedniakov is
Advisor to Chairman, Council
of Federation of the Russian
Parliament.
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Have the main issues facing law firms in the region changed with Russia’s new prosperity?
Six to eight years ago the main problems in business were legalization of ownership and privatization. Many transactions were made incorrectly and
led to arguments about how a company was founded, stocks’ issue and promotion. One of the new legal issues now is the division of property between
business partners and especially between former
spouses that run the same business.
But land ownership and allotment of land sites
is, to my mind, the main legal issue of our time. For
example, due to the latent rivalry between Nizhny
Novgorod’s regional government and the city administration, businesses have to face a lot of unnecessary construction problems. Over the last couple
of years the regional government has assumed a
lot of control over land ownership. However, it has
neither the capacity nor infrastructure to buttress
its argument that it is the authority and eventually has to seek aid from the city administration. It
is irrational to strip the city administration of its
right to issue construction permits and certify finished premises. The City Duma is in charge of zoning, land surveying, and assigning unique numbers
to lands sites. Likewise, the city’s engineering department and infrastructure is also trained to certify that a building is ready for occupancy, manufacturing or trade.
Nizhny isn’t the only city that has such duality of
authority that generally leads to negative results.
To resolve the situation, land has to have only one
owner. It needs to be returned to the municipality

or taken over completely by the regional government. Whoever takes over, it will not only speed
up the process of land allotment, but also help attract more investors to the region.
We hear less and less about armed corporate
raids in Russia. Is it because corporate stockholders and boardrooms now have more legal clout?
The former lawlessness of corporate raids is history now. Today’s corporate “raids” today are based
on laws that deal with abuse of rights or competition of rights. Shareholders have various rights
and their actions may be viewed as either helping
or hindering the company or even trying to drive
out minority shareholders.
Russian legislation with respect to corporate
raids has also changed. It now includes acts of mandatory sale and compulsory buyout of small blocks
of shares. The laws are aimed at making corporations more private and less collective in terms of
stock distribution and ownership.
One of the last sessions of the Presidium of Russia’s Supreme Arbitration Court was devoted to
abuse and competition of rights. The session ruled
that while resolving corporate arguments, courts
might have to use such terms as good, evil, rationality, circumspection, and conscientiousness. The Russian Civil Code contains these terms as well. Today’s
so-called corporate raiders use more lawful procedures. For example, they can buy a small block of
shares and then use their shareholders’ rights to try
and influence the situation and other shareholders.
In my opinion, these actions really aren’t raiding, but
rather competition of rights and authorities.

Creating the optimal structure

is the main challenge for regional businesses today
The transparency of effective business is the basic condition of making investments. The proprietor should know
the structure of his business perfectly well, even if it does
not infer outside investments. As practice shows, the business structure becomes more complicated and insufficiently transparent even for the proprietor himself at the stage of
fast growth and diversification of courses and units.
Usually the business structure gets complicated in 1015 years due to the difference in taxation systems of the
affiliated legal bodies, noncommercial organizations
and private businessmen.
The usual for small and medium business methods
of tax optimization using satellite companies or private
businesses can’t be applied anymore.
New investors influenced the competitive struggle
increase, so now small and medium regional businesses have to face the problem of organizing effective work
in changing and often adverse conditions.

It’s quite obvious that a non-structured business prevents further development and needs optimization.
Business optimization is the structuring of the following aspects:
– organizational – types, creation purposes and taxation system of the affiliated legal bodies and private
businesses;
– financial – the flows of funds are determined by the
contractual relations among the affiliated parties; the
profile and non-profile assets are determined if necessary;
– tax – setting the expenses and profit centers, choosing
tactical and strategic directions of tax optimization;
– investment - setting the most effective directions of
business development, calculation of necessary investments and choosing their optimal form.
The applying of the chosen investment scheme is the
next stage.
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Professional responsibility insured
Buyout of land lots
(preferential terms applicable).
Legal conversion of agricultural
lands into other categories.
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Profile / T.M.-Service

Betting on SMEs:
boosting its share in local GDP to 50 % by 2020
The TM-Service Group has won a regional government tender for drafting a new law and a concept
for the development of small and medium-sized businesses in the Nizhny Novgorod Region until
2020. “It’s one of the rare cases when a regional government has assigned such work to a private
company,” TM-Service’s CEO Julia Kruse said. With only a month to complete the work, Marchmont
spoke to Kruse to find out what her team was thinking.

Julia Kruse,
General Director of the law
company TM-Service
Ms Kruse is an associate
professor at Volgo-Vyatsky
Academy of State Service
since 1998. She has
participated in various
international programs in the
U. S. and the Netherlands,
and interned with law offices
of Egorov, Puginsky, Afanasiev
and partners in Philadelphia.
As a lawyer and a consultant, Ms Kruse specializes in
corporate and agrarian laws,
foreign investment, assets
protection, and taxation. As
the leader of the T. M.‑Service group of companies, she
manages complex consulting
projects.

In the 1990s small and medium enterprises (SME)
were set up mainly for survival of their owners.
There was no backing or information support to
help them identify what were the “catalysts of
growth” necessary for success. Until now very little attention was paid to SME’s. In fact, the current Development Strategy for Nizhny Novgorod
region until 2020 devotes just a single-line mention to SME’s as a “supporting sector” of the regional economy.
There will be a lot of changes starting next year.
The Russian government intends to ease administrative barriers for small and medium-sized businesses. Licensing and control over certain business activities will diminish and small companies
will only have to file yearly tax reports instead
of once a month like now. However, to be implemented the new rules need to be backed by relevant regional legislation. This is what our company has been contracted as an independent expert
to develop.
Today most small and medium-sized businesses in the region mainly operate in wholesale, retail, automotive and construction sectors. Few firms
do innovation. So there is no scientific and technological base for further development of innovative SME’s. As a result, few innovative ideas ever
enter the market because most entrepreneurs simply are not well qualified to face current economic challenges.

Growing SME’s to 50 % of GDP
The SME share of regional GDP now hovers around
20 percent. What we are proposing is to grow the
SME share to 50 percent by encouraging larger
companies to do more subcontracting to SME’s and
help support innovation from scratch. By promoting increased SME productivity and higher-end
technologies, we believe the sector can grow rapidly. Our concept also calls for modernization of
already operating small and medium-sized businesses. We believe it is essential to introduce a
system of consistent training for young businessmen at every step of their development so as they
grow they have the knowledge base to continue
their success.
The government also needs to embrace Russian
and foreign best practices to attract more innovative
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business technologies to the region. This will help
provide SME’s with a steady support system. Only
once all of these pieces are in place can the ultimate
goal of aggressively marketing regional SME products domestically and internationally be achieved,
Kruse believes.
The government’s role should also include helping entrepreneurs change their image to be able
to promote the Nizhny Novgorod SME “brand” to
the world. This is, of course, not possible without
having a trusting partnership between the government and business in place. Ideally, the government should start its support for SME’s on the
municipal level by enacting laws and cooperating
with international centers for business support.
Kruse also suggests that “it should be a priority to fuel entrepreneurial spirit among disadvantaged groups of people in those regions where
the economy is less robust, not just focus on the
bigger cities.”

Concept implementation
TM-Service will propose that the concept of SME
development in Nizhny Novgorod Region be done
in three stages between 2008 and 2020. First,
before 2010 administrative barriers should be
replaced by a system of regulatory support for
SME’s in the region. Within the next four years
this will allow SME’s to improve structurally, allowing them to focus on more innovation and
technology. Finally, by 2020 SME’s will become
a cornerstone of the local economy and social
system, meeting international SME standards. By
that time Kruse feels they will be contributing at
least 50 percent of the regional GDP. In short,
administrative changes are the kick-start necessary to make the regional SME sector a worldclass center for innovation.
Before any new SME law can be enacted however, the concept needs to be approved by a number of
administrative bodies. “Getting all of these agencies
to sign off is no easy task,” Kruse admits, “but the
very fact that the regional government has hired an
independent company to draft legislation is exceptional. It gives us hope that authorities are ready
to set up necessary conditions to ensure SME’s will
play a leading role in a variety of sectors in our region’s future.”
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The enormous profits from oil let Russian
business put up with such burning problems
as weak legislation, corrupted officials, lack
of infrastructure and qualified personnel deficiency. But now with the oil Klondike almost
depleted there comes the traditional Russian
question “What should we do?” In order to
reach the level of the developed countries
we have to rebuild the economic system. So
large foreign and Russian enterprises should
be permitted to enter Russian regions and
create a normal market. The main problem
is the lack of qualified personnel that could
have worked for these enterprises.
Russia has lost its professionals, and it will
take decades to bring up a new generation
with the use of traditional methods. To my
opinion, the only way out is to make use of
the latest technological achievements in the
educational sphere. There should be found
a way to let people get decent education not
only in central but in remote areas as well.
This can only be done with the help of the
best Russian and foreign teachers and trainers, including the former Russian citizens
now living abroad.
It’s a paradox that the amazing technology
of knowledge distribution that has been applied by the Modern humanitarian academy
for over 15 years was created in Russia. This
MUH Vision technology allows distributing
knowledge all over Russia. The technology is

based on the program complex operating a
large quantity of educational modules. These
modules comprise textbooks, training multimedia programs, the system of seminars in
the form of a videoconference and two TV
channels. The program complex is able to operate both educational modules and training
process, automatically define what is necessary to study. In addition there is a technology of fast creating educational products.
There have been created more than 50,000
of such products from a course of office-work
to a full-scale МВА.
So it’s possible to give a great quantity of people anywhere in Russia a fast and high-quality education at a much lower cost in comparison with the traditional one. The system
allows involving the best teachers, and there
will be no language barrier regarding the fact
that a lot of former Russian citizens have become professionals abroad. So it’s high time
we started to teach people and supply business with high-qualified personnel all over
Russia, so that Russian economics could be
finally restored!
B.Kunin
The director for strategic development
MUH Vision
Tel/fax: +7(495) 727-09-20
www.muhvision.net
info@muhvision.net

Expert opinion

Nizhny’s investment future, a silver lining in the dark clouds?
Over the next few years over $30bn is planned to be invested in new industrial and infrastructure-specific projects
in the Nizhny Novgorod Region. Is their enough liquidity in the region to shoulder such unprecedented investment?

Oleg Vindman, 5
CEO of BSGV’s Nizhny
Novgorod division
Mr. Vindman is a graduate
of Nizhny Novgorod State
Technical University (degree
in Energy supply of industrial companies)and VolgoVyatskaya State Service
Academy (degree in state
and municipal management).
He has a decade of experience working in the financial
and banking sector holding
top positions in such firms
as Orient-NN, Nizhegordosky
Dokhodny Dom, Commercial
Bank Garantiya and RosbankVolga. Mr. Vindman has been
in charge of customer division
development, operations with
financial tools, and advertizing
and marketing. Since 2005
he has worked for the Nizhny
Novgorod division of BSGV.

Over the last twelve months alone Nizhny Novgorod
Governor’s Investment Council has approved almost $31.2bn worth of projects.
These include such large-scale projects as Globe
Town ($23.7bn for the period until 2025 – 2030 – although some experts feel it may cost more than
$50bn) and City-Strelka ($4-6bn until 2014). There
are plans to construct high-speed railway between
Nizhny Novgorod and Moscow: $12.8bn will be required for this through 2012 – 2014. Construction
of the Ankudinovka technopark to be completed by
2010 will cost $585m for investors. All these projects are to be realized simultaneously.
Besides coming up with the money, a major concern to investors is the fact that the region has had
no experience spending so many billions over such
a relatively short period. To understand the magnitude of the region’s plans, experts cite that last
year’s total regional GDP was just $15.5bn – less
than half the cost of the proposed projects.
Marchmont has asked some of these experts to
comment on the region’s plans to carry out investment projects. Will the Nizhhy region be able to
investors be compete with other regions, who also
have come up with aspirations no less ambitious?
Does it really make sense to initiate projects now,
when the global financial markets are in such turmoil, when the Russian stock market has gone from
being the world’s best- performing to the worst and
the political climate for investment in Russia has deteriorated so badly?
Is Nizhny Novgorod Region strong enough to
shoulder such planned investment projects? If yes,
under what terms?
Oleg Vindman, CEO of BSGV’s Nizhny Novgorod
division
The situation can be viewed from two opposite
angles. On the one hand, the global credit crunch
does really exist and investors are more careful with
project risk assessment than a year or two years ago.
The unstable circumstances are forcing them to relocate assets to less risky zones to avoid bankruptcy,
which mortgage banks and investment funds have
already faced. However, all the above-mentioned
major investment projects in the Nizhny Novgorod
region are out of the ordinary: they have support
from a country that is awash in funds and ready to
invest in its infrastructure.

Big projects need to be syndicated
Approval by the Governor’s Investment Council
means that there are good opportunities to get the
funding that will be required. Other factors, like
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the structure, sustainability and reputation of the
major investors, are also critical, and from what I
have seen these indicators are also positive.
The first two projects, for example, Globe Town
and City-Strelka, are really quite ambitious. From
the viewpoint of funding and feasibility, they can
be successfully implemented only if a syndicate of
major international developers is set up. Even if
the funding does become available there are other
issues. The main obstacles, which even today’s developers face, include the limited capacity of the
construction material sector and labor market (specifically the acute lack of highly-skilled experts in
many industries), problems with regional logistics,
and the need to reform residential utilities in the
whole region.
A high-speed railway and a technopark are, in
my opinion, more feasible projects as long as they

get state support, which they most likely will receive.
I’m sure that only large investors and the state
will be able to participate in similar projects on a
joint basis.

Russian banks
need to lend more long-term

Alexander Erofeev,
Partner, Head of Corporate
Finance, KPMG

One of the major obstacles facing such large, longterm infrastructure projects is the nee to find longterm capital. The reality is that Russian banks (as
well as branches of international banks operating here) seldom provide loans for more than ten
years. As a rule they favor loan terms of five to seven years. Nevertheless, the above state banks, as
far as I know, are now starting to consider making
loans for infrastructure projects for up to 15 years.
If they do, it can be expected that international financial organizations, such as the EBRD, IFC and

advertisement

Alexander Erofeev, Partner, Head of Corporate
Finance, KPMG
There is no doubt that the funding of several
infrastructure projects in Nizhny Novgorod Region may only be feasible if they are public- private partnerships. However, to be successful in
getting private firms to invest, the potential risks
they might have and the financial and legal aspects must be thoroughly analyzed.
The current crisis at the global credit market is
certainly affecting Russia’s banking system. In particular, due to increasingly strict loan terms, the
gap between Russia’s large and small banks has increased, which means the major banks now have
more muscle to invest in most attractive projects.
Another trend, according to statistics, is an increase in the share of the international “syndicated
loan pie” that Russian borrowers have secured since
the outbreak of the crisis. With all of the risk in the

US system, some foreign banks are now looking at
Russia as a safe haven. This view can only help support Russian infrastructure projects as well.
Russian banks with sizable government stakes,
including VTB, Sberbank, Gazprombank or the Russian Bank for Development (its mission is to fund
public-private partnerships), could be another
source of capital to provide a considerable part of
investment for infrastructure projects. These banks
are capable of investing in rubles, which eliminates
risks of currency fluctuations.
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*Russian Regional companies are those with headquarters based outside the capital

Expert opinion

Oleg Grinin, 5
Volga Leasing Company’s CEO
Oleg Grinin has been in the
banking sector over 15 years
holding executive positions in
Nizhny Novgorod divisions of
Inkombank and Autobank, as
well as Uralsib, Moscow.

European Investment Bank, will also be active in
this new market of longer term public-private partnerships. International commercial banks are pretty savvy. They constantly monitor the current situation here in Russia so they can be ready to join
the game – but they don’t jump in until major Russian banks and international financial organizations blaze the trail.
As for capital stock, it’s not a problem to create shareholder pools for large infrastructure projects: Russia already has infrastructure funds set up
by domestic and foreign players. The key issue is
to find the best projects with the least amount of
risk. At the same time, it’s unlikely for stock markets to be a serious fund raising source to finance
infrastructure projects in the near future.
On the whole, the investment climate and legal foundation is changing for the better. The Russian government is expecting a significant flow of
Russian and foreign investment in transport, housing utilities and other infrastructure. And this will
be a positive development for projects not just in
the Nizhny Novgorod region, but in other regions
of Russia.
Oleg Grinin, Volga Leasing Company’s CEO
Presentations of the Globe Town and City-Strelka projects made by the Nizhny Novgorod Government in Moscow and Cannes were an invitation for
potential investors, including known global players,
to start a dialog with our officials. The sheer scale
of these projects is impressive. I’m sure that if only
10 % of the plans announced are realized in three
or five years, it will be a great achievement for Nizhny Novgorod Region and its leaders.
The US mortgage crisis and losses that banks
have incurred as a result have significantly affected
investors’ behavior. Credit risk assessment modes
are being tightened; loans are getting more expensive and requirements for borrowers tougher.

Regional rivalry means
officials have to think and act smarter
Consequently, the rivalry between regions is becoming an intense scramble for investors’ funds.
To win competitors have to offer the most effective, well-structured and comprehensive investment
projects with the guarantees of regional budget support. However, some officials at different levels are
notorious for just arrogantly expecting investors to
pony up the money because “the project has all the
right approvals”.
Luckily, the mentality of many government officials is gradually changing. They realize that unless
they have the facts and the incentives that investors require to make their investment worthwhile,
the project will only look good on paper.
The ability to search for, impress and secure qualified investors public-private partners is essential. Financial support from the RF Ministry of Finance can
only be counted if major projects are created as public-private partnerships. The days when federal coffers were the only investment source and no one was
responsible for the outcome are gone.
For the investor, there are a lot of extra advantages besides getting a good return. Federal mass
media is very eager to promote investment – be it
local or foreign. The PR value to a bank or other
financial organization is extremely valuable. The
bigger the project, the bigger the PR value. Next,
the investor also gains technology expertise from
learning how to apply new technologies either in
construction or manufacturing-and use these in
other projects. The local economy also gets a significant boost as major project helps leverage a variety of players in the economic process. Small regional financial organizations, be it banks, lease or
insurance firms, also participate, each at its own
level. As soon as one large investor emerges in the
region, others are sure to follow – in short, everyone benefits.

Sharing the American experience
The Open World Program focuses on young political and civic leaders from all jurisdictional
levels – federal, regional, and local – in Russia and the CIS countries. Delegates have included members
of parliament and their staff, mayors, judges, journalists, business managers, NGO directors,
educators, and political party officials. Galina Topnikova, the 31‑year-old Deputy Head Officer of the
Department for Economy of Nizhny Novgorod, talks about her experience as an Open World Program
graduate.
Galina Topnikova, 5
Deputy Head Officer of the
Department for Economy 5
of Nizhny Novgorod
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Ms Topnikova, which memories of the trip are
the brightest for you? What experience obtained
from participating in the program turned out to
be the most useful and practicable in your hometown?
“The goal of the trip was to exchange knowledge and experience in the field of urban planning

strategies. The Open World program enabled me to
study examples of strategic development plans of
such American cities as Vicksburg, Tupelo and Oxford, all in the great state of Mississippi. Although
Nizhny Novgorod is much bigger and more populous than any of these cities, some of the techniques
could be applied here.

Interview / Open World
The Nizhny Novgorod government is currently
working on strategic urban development plan, so my
knowledge of American ways comes in very ‘handy’.
In many ways, Vicksburg is a city like Nizhny Novgorod. Both are situated on the bank of
big river. In a discussion we had with Vicksburg
Mayor Laurence E. Leyens we determined that
healthy economic development is directly linked
to the city’s geography, i.e. efficient use of water
resources.”
One of the most interesting things Ms. Topnikova learned about her visit to the deep South of
the United States was that some cities, like Oxford,
had innovative plans specifically to attract affluent
senior citizens. This is a peculiarly American phenomenon, as a large number of people over 65 retire with enough assets to move to warmer climates
to enjoy their retirement. States like Arizona, Florida, Mississippi and Nevada have growing populations of elderly Americans and cities and towns have
special agencies to service them. Seniors need more
than sophisticated health care facilities; they want
art and culture, leisure and good transportation.
So many medium and even small cities have developed leisure villages and infrastructure to serve
these senior citizens.
“Unfortunately, in our country, where retired
people often stay with their children, have less

money and less mobility, we don’t have such leisure villages or cities that focus on catering to seniors,” Ms. Topnikova added.
The taxation methods in Oxford are somewhat
unique. For example, there is a 2‑percent restaurant tax which is invested specifically in tourism
development. That's how a large city stadium can
be funded a park can be built.
“In the US a great deal is done to promote higher
education among the population, as a part of strategic urban planning. In the long-term perspective
well-educated professionals provide better industrial production and commercial results, which lead
to higher tax revenues for local budgets. I think, we
should have the same understanding in Russia,”
Ms. Topnikova said.
“One of the most important things I learned is
the importance of having transparency. The concept
is still very new in Russia. The principle of having
both the legislative process and key decision making at government levels is open, fair and participatory is fundamental in the U. S. All of these processes are ensured through a system of open public
hearings and open Committee Meetings. Workshops and conferences are also held to ensure that
the public has a comprehensive analysis of officially
drafted documents. And of course, the role of media
in transparency cannot be over evaluated."
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The Nizhny Novgorod professional Advisors Guild is a non-commercial partnership established in 1996. It unites professional advisors specializing in various business fields.
When implementing their comprehensive projects the Guild’s
members help you:
– develop your company’s strategy;
– improve corporate management and increase your business security;
– perform market research;
– solve legal issues throughout the course of your business activity;
– improve financial policies and tax payment procedures;
– enhance the use of information systems at your business;
– solve HR-related issues.
The Guild holds seminars, business role plays and training sessions for executives and employees looking at enhancing their professional skills. Several members of the Guild teach MBA courses in
business schools of the city.
We are open for collaboration with any and all commercial and
non-commercial organizations, executives and ordinary citizens willing to take up entrepreneurial activity. It will be our endeavor to find
answers to your questions and help you solve your problems.
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Travel and tourism
Nizhny Novgorod and the Volga-Vyatski region
have always played second fiddle to Golden Ring
tourism – the group of fabled 1000 year-old cities
and villages that ring Moscow.
To capitalize on the Upper Volga's unqiue history,
rich cultural and folk heritage as well as its
natural beauty, agents, operators, investors and
the regional government have begun to act in
concert to revitalize the sector.
As Russia's fourth-largest city, Nizhny Novgorod
should have a full complement of hotels from
budget to business class – but it lacks a single 5
star property and only a few 4 star hotels. Soon
this will all change as the luxury Kempinski
chain and Hilton's Doubletree set up hotels here,
followed by dozens more who have been lured by
regional government plans to support hotel and
venue projects throughout the region.
As one of the major stops for river cruisers that
ply the route between Moscow, St. Pete and
Astrakhan, Nizhny is also set to get a new fleet of
specially-designed $15m cruise ships that meet
Western standards for comfort and style. The first
two vessels have already been ordered and if they
prove to be a hit, more will be built and offered to
cruise operators in Moscow and other cities.
Niche tourism, a global phenomenon, is also on
the rise here. We feature two of these development
projects – a new ski resort and an ethnographic
museum celebrating the mystery, magic and
culture of the Gorodetz area.
With all of this energy, investors have a lot of new
opportunities, but will need patience.
MARCHMONT
Capital Partners

Travel & tourism

New tourism plan focuses on crafts, history and nature to lure
Russian and foreign visitors to the region
Despite the region's rapid economic development, its tourism market is still under-developed. Nizhny Novgorod, the
country's fourth largest city, still has no five-star hotel. A new plan to lure both Russian and foreign visitors, backed
with tax incentives, has finally encouraged investors to build new hotels and necessary infrastructure.
The regional government's new plan calls
for turning the Nizhny Novgorod region
into a new Mecca for tourists. Vasily Kasakov, regional minister for entrepreneurship, trade and tourism, said that the plans
to be implemented by 2010 call for increasing the number of tourists from Russian regions to 1.5 million and from foreign countries to 100,000.
For many years tourists have come to
the Volga region via two routes (rings): the
Southern and the Northern. Both routes include Nizhny Novgorod, a maginficient 13th
century city with its gloriously restored
Kremlin high on the banks of the Volga.
The Southern route showcases the cities of Pavlovo, Arsamas, Bolshoye Boldino
and Diveevo – the latter always astonishing with its numerous beautifully decorated churches.
The Northern route, in turn, goes through
the ancient towns of Gorodets and Semenov, famous for their painted woodenware.
the legendary Lake Svetloyar, Chkalovsk
and Balakhna. To capitalize on the tourist
trade along all these routes, the government
has launched a plan to build recreational
and entertainment complexes, include everything from musuems to sports complexes. Funding will come from public / private
partnerships as well as direct state investment.

no less than 64 new hotels throughout the
region on the drawing boards. At the moment there are just 6,874 hotel rooms in the
region. More than half of the hotels are located in Nizhny Novgorod and most aren't even
one star properties. Several have three-star
status. Only Volna and Aleksandrovsky Sad
hotels qualify for four stars. Experts feel the
region needs another 6,000 rooms to give
tourists the choice the demand.
By the end of 2009 the Kempinski hotel
chain plans to open Nizhny's first five-star
hotel, a 250 room property in the city center. Next year, Hilton's Doubletree brand is
planning a $22m project to build the city's
second five-star hotel, a seven storey 150
room property, to be developed by Moscow’s Kesko. Another major project is Dokhodny Dom (Profit House), a $22m fourstar hotel complex in the city center.

Russia's Intourist and International Hotel Investments (IHI) that own the hotel
chain Corinthia Hotel International will be
jointly investing more than $300m in fourand five-star hotels in key Russian cities,
including Nizhny Novgorod. France's Accor has also announced its $20m plans to
build two hotels in the city (three and four
stars).

Regional hotels also needed
Despite the fact that many companies want
to invest in up-market hotels, the regional
government is encouraging construction of
three-star hotels along the Northern and
Southern routes. Reconstruction of and
improvements in already existing hotels is
also being encouraged and some venerable
properties facing the Volga in Nizhny have
already announced major upgrades.

Tax exemptions for investors
The most significant investment projects in
tourism qualify for the priority status and
tax exemption. The tax on profit, for example, can be cut to 25 percent from the part
that goes into the regional budget. Estate
taxes can be slashed to zero. As a rule, tax
exemptions cover the entire period from
construction to recovery of the investment.
According to the regional government, almost all projects with “direct foreign investment” may obtain the priority status – but
in practice priority means big-budget.

From no stars to five stars
Nizhny Novgorod has suffered a lack of topquality hotels for decades. Radical changes
are planned over the next three years, with
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Golden Khokhloma in Semenov
Russian matreshka and khokhloma painting are well-known all over the world and are often
considered the quinitessential symbols of Russian folk culture and art. Only few people know,
though, that the capital of Golden Khokhloma is the town of Semenov in Northern Zavolzhie,
Nizhny Novgorod region. The famous khokhloma painting factory is located here as well as
small, family-owned studios making khokhloma. Tourism experts agree that Northern Zavolzhie need more infrastructure to attract more tourists. Responding to the need, the regional
government developed a museum-tourist complex named Golden Khokhloma that was opened
in Semenov this June. The two-storey complex has the area of 1,700 sq. m. and can hold
up to 80 visitors. The investment in the complex amounted $2.2m. The Golden Khokhloma
complex presents the history of the famous khokhloma folk craft as well as of spoon craft,
wood-carving and others. Guests can buy items in the souvenir store and even try to paint
their own matreshkas and spoons in the workshops. A conference hall is available for business meetings. In the future, plans call for a hotel, a cottage village and a sport center next
to the Golden Khokhloma complex.

Profile / TerraSki, City of handcraftsmen

From creating a city of handicraftsmen to a new ski resort,
investors focus on a new generation of travelers
Nizhny Novgorod Region is revisiting its bygone past in a prospective City of Handicraftsmen in the
town of Gorodets and keeps up to date with the TerraSki ski resort services.

TerraSki – Land of skiing and rest
TerraSki (Land of skiing) is a new ski resort backed
with a $48m investment being built in Kstovo's
Shava district, 38 km from Nizhny Novgorod. To
implement the project, several private investors
and the tourism company Rosa Vetrov have established an investment firm with the same name.
The year-round resort will include three recreational areas and have a hotel as well as summer
cottages (dachas). The whole area will occupy 73
hectares of land. Most of the project is expected to
be finished in time for the 2008 winter season. The
rest of the the resort is scheduled to be operational by the end of 2009.
The three ski trails in the sports area will be built
atop an artificial 20 meter ski slope. There are also
plans for volleyball and tennis courts, a soccer field,
an ice-skating rink as well as a yacht-club on the
bank of the Kudma River. The hotel planned for
the resort will be based the on the Turkish “Holiday Village” concept. The hotel area will have several restaurants, a large spa and fitness center, a
night club, business center, conference hall, openair swimming pool, beach and a children’s center.
The resort will offer four-star service, Mariya
Sviridova, one of the project leaders, said. “It will
have common utility systems with a cottage settlement for permanent residents that is currently being constructed next to it.”

Sviridova added that the dacha settlement has
almost sold out even before it's been completed.
“There's only ten left”, she said. The company is
looking to the future and is eyeing property around
Shava, Kadnitsy, Kuvardino, and Leninskaya Sloboda in the Kstovo region to create an even larger recreational zone. “But we'll need additional investment beyond the $48m to create such a complex
development, she said. "

Mariya Sviridova,
General Director, tourism
company Rosa Vetrov-NN

City of Handicraftsmen in Gorodets
Gorodets is the oldest village in the entire Povolzhiye area. On the banks of the Volga,
about 60km from Nizhny, its rich history is filled with Russian legends, Old Believers and unique handcrafts – including wood carving, “raspice” (painting on wood)
and exquisite embroidery. Every September the city hold a Gorodetz Fair that draws
visitors from as far away as Moscow to see authentic crafts and meet the artisans.
To capitalize on this rich heritage, the Gorodetz city administration and regional authorities have undertaken a $3m project to build a museum complex named the City
of Handicraftsmen. It will be situated on a 800‑square-meter site, on its own quay
on the Volga River. The Grand Opening is scheduled for 2009.
The City of Handicraftsmen’s architectural design is Old Russian style. Plans call
for all the houses in the City to be decorated with the kind of carvings that Gorodets is famous for. The museum will feature, among other things, such folk crafts
such as golden embroidery, raspice and icon paintings, wood carving and inlaid work,
weaving, wooden jug whistlers, vine plaiting, pottery craft and artisan-baked goods
such as honey cakes. Visitors at the museum complex will also be able to practice
these handicrafts in special workshops. The City of Handicraftsmen will also have a
restaurant, a souvenir shop and a 20 – 25 room mini-hotel. The administration is looking
is to attract private equity sources to build these and other facilities.
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Interview / Sergey Ruban

Nizhny’s restaurants focus on new ideas,
higher quality and better service
The restaurant business in Nizhny Novgorod is still growing. “The main task for Nizhny Novgorod’s
restaurant owners is to raise the level and the quality of their services to Moscow’s while preserving
local traditions and originality,” says Sergey Ruban, president of the regional Association of
restaurant and hotel keepers.

Sergey Ruban,
president of the Regional
Association of Restaurant 5
and Hotel Keepers
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How does the restaurant business in Nizhny
Novgorod differ from other cities?
We try to preserve our regional and local traditions and, at the same time, broaden the culinary
geography. A good example is the work I’m doing as
a consultant to the regional government’s planned
City of Handicraftsmen in the town of Gorodets.
This ancient town has long been known for its legendary gingerbread. It’s sold as a tourist souvenir
in Gorodets, but it could be a feature on the menu
in many restaurants. Another trend is revisiting Soviet Union motifs. The Gorky City restaurant-café is
a vivid example – they have decorated their walls
with old gramophone records. Vitalich on Pokrovka Mall is an upscale restaurant whose downstairs
interior resembles an old country house, and Il Porto, one of the city’s premiere Italian restaurants, is
decorated like a real trattoria.
Fast food in Nizhny Novgorod is also very different than it used to be. A company worth watching is Sintagma. They have recently opened their
sixth fast food restaurant under the Edok brand.
It offers high-quality, self-service food in a “free
flow” format that allows guests to either pick up
fresh-cooked food or have it prepared quickly right
in front of them.
The restaurant market in the city is still underdeveloped but with growing demand and increased
competition, new projects with first-class service
and delicious cuisine will always do well.
What can you say about the “hotel-restaurant”
business?
If you are thinking of opening an upscale restaurant, the main problem is the lack of high-quality

sites in the city. So many of the upscale restaurants
are located in upscale hotels. These include restaurants like the Chaika in the four-star hotel Volna,
the Premier in Oktyabrskaya, for example. Restaurants in the Nizhegorodsky and Volzhsky Otkos hotels offer a variety of cuisines and can seat up to
250 people. There are a lot of new hotels planned
for the city and this will create even more choice.
I believe that hotel-restaurant business has a very
profitable future.
Country club restaurants are also doing well
because many people now prefer to get out of the
city for weekends or corporate events. Such country clubs as Il Dorf, Volga and others have gained a
lot of popularity over the past few years.
Nizhny Novgorod sits on the confluence of two
rivers. How do restaurants use this advantageous
location?
River tourism and recreation is a special branch
of tourism in Nizhny Novgorod that needs to be developed and supported. The city’s location on the
confluence of the Oka and the Volga is unique and
the view to our majestic elevated kremlin is something every resident and tourist alike remembers.
Unfortunately, both rivers’ banks are either underdeveloped or cluttered with industrial works.
These sites are perfect for residential complexes,
cafes and restaurants because of their magnificent
river views. Investors are beginning to take notice
because now there are several large scale projects
under development which will transform the Nizhny waterfront.
Like those in Moscow, Nizhny also has several
boats that operate as “cruising restaurants.” Guests
can enjoy the beautiful view while having dinner or
lunch on board. One of these restaurants is Sadko,
which many local companies use to hold high-level “floating” corporate events. For those who don’t
want to go out on the water, the Alexandrovksy
Sad hotel is at the water’s edge and so is Robinson, which is a very large restaurant perched on its
own promontory overlooking Bor. There are also
moored dock restaurants at the Nizhnevolzhskaya and Fair quays.
Looking ahead, if the Russian government’s plan
to open our rivers to foreign tour boats becomes a
reality, the number of foreigners touring Russia by
water will rise dramatically. This will create even
more demand for waterfront dining and help Nizhny Novgorod fully unlock its enormous potential.

Profile / Gama

River cruising Russian style, with all the Western ammenities
One and two-week long Russian river cruises have always been popular. But most of the fleet is 4060 years old. Project Zolotoye Koltso is an ambitious plan to build a new generation of $15m ships
specifically designed to give tourists a first-class experience on the St.Pete/Moscow/Astrakhan route.
If Dmitry Galkin, general director of Gama, a Nizhny Novgorod tourism firm, has his way, Russia's
post-Perestroika generation will be river cruising
Russian style with all the Western ammenities. Project Zolotoye Koltso (Golden Ring) is an ambitious
$100m plan to up date Russia's 50 year-old river
cruising fleet. The new vessels will be specifically
designed for Russia's shallow rivers and be to sail
winding channels, under bridges and still fit into
the very restriced system of locks that make travel
between Moscow and St. Petersburg, Nizhny, As-

The Zolotoye Koltso project has been given
priority status by the regional government.If
all $100m is obtained, it will create more than
200 jobs in the local shipbuilding industry.
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trakhan and other cities such an adventure. The
new four deck liners will carry up to 212 passengers in modern day comfort and another 130 in VIP
accomodations. There will be a restaurant, dance
floor, bar, swimming pool, sauna and conferencehall aboard every ship.

Public/private funding
Gama plans to invest the first $16m in the project and borrow another $24m from commercial
banks as well as receive state investment. Galkin
feels that his firm is playing a key part in the federal program for tourism development. The additional $60m? "We're on the lookout for foreign investors," Galkin says.
Building the new vessels in Russia is generally 30% less expensive than abroad, Galkin believes, because local construction means no duty
tax and labor costs are less. Galkin expects that
it will take about two years to build the first two
or three ships, but each one is expected to have a
service life of more than 20 years. Based on the
current "Western" costs for a Russian river cruise,
which can run into several thousand dollars, each
ship is expected to generate an annual gross profit in the range of $642,000 to $856,000 according to Galkin.

Dmitry Galkin,5
General Director, tourism
company Gama
About the company:
After its foundation in 1994,
Gama has become one of the
leading operators for domestic tourism in the region. Its
new Zolotoye Kolso project is
its first foray into investing in
cruise ships that it will own
and operate.
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Traditional values
Entrepreneurial spirit
Equity financing
in turbulent times

Financial crisis?
There is a way out...

“Solid principles have always guided
our business strategy”
Joseph Nelson White
(1860—1939)

Our 16 years of experience
will ensure you find it.
Private equity investment –
new and sole opportunities
emerging for steady
development of your business!

Professional consulting phone
#+7 (831) 419 45 65

“Marchmont” White family estate, built in 1890

MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC
5/6, Teatralnaya Square, Nizhny Novgorod, 603005, Russia
Tel: +7 (831) 419-45-65
Fax: +7 (831) 419-50-11
E-mail: info@marchmont.ru
www.marchmontcapital.com
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